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Arena tobacco ads
severely restricted
SUBOD
approves
new policy
By Michelle Smith
Daily staff writer
Advenising for the Rec Center arena
wa.s once again a hot topic of discussion
at Tuesday’s Student Union Board of
Ihrectors meeting.
SCROD created a policy at the meeting prohibiting tobacco advenisers Mint
obtaining permanent advenising space
and signage in the Student t lnion Recreation and Events Center arena.
The hoard would not rule out temporal) ads enising signage. however. because ol such an action’s potential to
alienate major concen and event promoters who might have tobacco cotnpaInes as maim sixtrisors
On the related subject ol alcohol adsenising. hoard member Mark !Murillo
announced that he will make a presentation to the hoard Ike. 5 regarding the
efforts of EnciChandler Ltd., the advertising consultant tor the arena. to solicit
advertisers for the facility.
The tobacco proposal. drafted by

SCROD Chairman Scott Lane. was accepted by. a vote of 8-3. There were two
abstentions.
Lane addressed the board regarding
his proposal and said.
hoard
would he remiss if we didn’t discuss
cigarette ads. .
LIM added that his proposal should
encompass ads lie all tobacco products.
a change that IA a, accepted hs a sole ol
the hoard.
Lane based his proposal on medical
evidence of the dangers of smoking anti
of related tobacco products. and on his
opinion that SCROD should not promote the products by allow ing them to
he advertised in the arena.
"Smoking is an addiction, anti we
w told he tux iking people (in to it .’’
Lane said to the board. "If we say that
we should take alcohol and tobacco adsenising just because (if money . that is
a fallacious argument. I can’t Ilse with
that. and I don’t think the board can either "
Murillo. ss lio abstained born Tuesday ’s tuba co sole and said he will
abstain Irian votes concerning alcohol
advertising because (il- his employment
with Ern...Chandler. said the lint) has
not attempted to solicit tobacco adverbs,
ers at this point.
Murillo. 1%1111 has heeti ’molted with
the process id soliciting and negotiating

-file

If we say that we
should take alcohol
and tobacco
advertising just
because of money,
that is a fallacious
argument. I can’t live
with that, and I don’t
think the board can
either.’
Scott Lane,
SUBOD Chairman

adv ousel s as a representative of
Eric Chandler. said he hopes his Dec. 5
the boani will assist
presentation
members In making a decision as to
hether to accept alcohol ads ertising
Murillo responded to an earlier hoard
request that EnciChandler attempt to
find alternatives to alcohol advertising.
’1 want to make sure that the ad consultants tEnciChandiert exhaust every
avenue." Munllo said "I want to help
the board understand who’s out there,
See SMOK/NG. hock page

Jammers deal sealed
Long-pending agreement finalized on eve of first basketball game

Joseph Rieamora VillarinDaily stall photographer

()VER THE CURTAINSan Jose Jammer Jervis Cole (22) goes for a jump shot while
Sergei Orekhov of the U.S.S.R. team blocks. The Jammers won 144- I II). See page 4.

Events
highlight
hunger
%-alerie Junger
Daily statf writer
There are thousands 01 people
in Santa Claw County who.
though they. are not starving. get
minimal amounts 01 food anti
lack hasic Mod groups. according
to Bob Guartiano. director of
Friends of the Sall lose Urhan
Ministries.
Making SJSU students aware
of the hungry in Sall Jose and in
the rest of the world will he the
goal ol the "Hungertest." to he
held on campus starting today.
and running until NiI%
second year the
Hungerlest has been orgaiii/ed at
&1St I asi year’s event saw 250
students participating and a total
of S325 collected. according to
Sister Judy Ryan. who works at
the Campus ( brist Ian Center and
the main (.1mi-din:nor of the
event
1111A

I%

Ille

Orgainied primarily hy the
Christian center and several sin
dent organwations. the Hunger
fest will leature different events
such as information tables in the
Student Union. a free noon con
cert on Nov I h and a canned
food dnve in the residence halls
anti Spartan Village
The weeklong series of events
will culminate in a "fast for the
world harvese on Nov. I h, during which students will he encouraged to skip a meal or two
and to donate the money. they will
See HUNGER. back page

Mietelle Smith
Daily staff writer
Tuesday’s announcement that a contract between the
Student linion Board of Directors and the San Jose Jammers
had finally’ been signed was great news for Jammers’ General
%tanager Dave Cortese.
"It Wit% a happy. ending." (’onew said of the completion
of the contract which places his fledgling Continental Basketball Association team in the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center arena for its 28 -game home schedule
It also means good nevo. for lite Rec Center and lor
st BOO IA hlih could reap revenues (I S70,000 to SI00,1100
!tom the deal. according to Associated Students President
Scott Santandrea
Santandrea. who is also a member of SCROD. made
fuesday ’s announcement at the Student l’Il1011 hoard meeting
Signing of the contract was delayed seseral weeks Iv

Senator urges center audit
Probe would
look into
costs, delays
By Anne Imp lllll it
Daily staff writer
Controversy surrounding imst overruns for the Student Union Recreation
and Events Center has been revived
not
SJSU students.
once again
hut by a California stale legislator
DState Seri Nicholas C
Oakland. requested appros al to hegin
investigation of Rec (enter construction
management and costs last week.
according to a letter he sent to Assemblyman Elihu Harris. D-Oakland. chair
man ot the Joint I rgislatis e Audit Committee Copies of lite loiter were also
sent to the SISC ssi iated Students.
the Califonna Slate
ersity chancellor’s Atte and the California State Students Association
A .S President Scott Santandrea anDimmed
Petns’ audit request al
Wednesdals weekly A S hoard meet-

ing.
The purpose of the audit is to "see it
and where errors were made" concern
ing construction of the Rec. Center, Santantirea said
The call tOr the investigation sterns
from pas’ student protests about the
ovemins incurred during cimstnict ion ot
the S.16 8 million complex. originally
estimated lo cost $17 million. Petri,
111 hIS letter
Students ssere concerned that the)
were being kneed to pay increased Student l ’mon fees to cover the cost ()terms. though they were not responsible
tot them. he stated
In his letter. Petris asked the legiscotninittee to break the audtt
down into several components. including actual and estimated costs of Rec
Center planning and construction. an
outlining of the responsibilities of the
CS( ’ chancellor’s office for constnic
lion, management and overaght id the
protect: an evaluation of the groups or
individuals responsible tor the management. cost overruns and lacility design
changes. a list of alternative Rec (enter
funding sources pursued hy the CSU.

Ot 1111t1Of 1110(1111Cal1011‘.. (4111:1ill, said.
Terms of the one-yeat contract include a rental feeS2.000 per game or 10 percent ot the gate receipts. This
lilt:all, that it the team draws the CRA attendance average of
3,-11K) per game, the Student ’Ilion could collect as much as
170.0110 in gate rticeipts. Santandrea told the hoard
he Student Union will also collect a tee for novelty
sales and a percentage of concessions.
The Student Union splits the concession intake with
Fric Chandler 1.td the company which handles advertising
and concessions lor the arena, nol with the Jammers
"it leels better to has e everything in black and white,
rather than just tm a handshake... Cortese said
Student Cmon Difector Ron Barrett said he ssas happy.
the Ci/Iltratt was behind them. but "once e agreed on the essential aspects last summer. a was just a fonnality as f ar
See JAMMERS. hack page
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The purpose of the
audil is to "see if
and where errors
were made"
concerning
construction of
the Rec Center,
according to A.S.
President Scott
Santandrea.
and recommendations for avoiding simdar pn tied problems in the future.
Prins has been working since Iasi
w inter to avast students in their eflons
to resolve problems related to student
tees anti Rel. Center cost overruns
The Oakland politician agreed in
See CENTER. back page

King case venue change ceded
N11.I. Khan
Daily staff writer
A 2.year-old state law allowing an unusual change of
perteit a Santa Clara County jury’ to hear the retnal
senile
01 a Santa Cm/ laborer accused of killing a blind SJSU student
The retrial of Rohert Spetiding. who was found guilty of
the attempted robbery of stutknt Ernie King. 38. was moved
to Santa Clara County Sept. 27 when a Santa (.nr, jury was
unable to reach a verdict on a murder charge against him.
The jurv. was deadlocked on the question of whether
Spedding was guilty. (il pushing King to his death from the
hack of a moving truck. Jurors were split by a vote of 11 -1 in
favor of convicting Spedding of first -degree homicide.
King fell to his death in a raking lot off of Summit

Rout! between San Jose and Santa (Yu/ in June 1988. He was
enroute from classes at SJSU to his home in Santa Cm/.
Witnesses said al the mai that Spetkiing beat King,
towed him int() the hack of the truck and then pushed him
from the moving vehicle when he discovered that King’s wallet was empty. acconling to coun records.
King died instantaneously from head mimics. a cmotier’ s report stated.
Santa Cul/ County Supenor Court Judge lid! Kelsay on
Monday gave his permission lo begin ihe jury. selection portion of the new trial in Santa Clara County. after a compromise
v.as reached between prosecutor Christine McGuire and Sped ding’s defense lawyer. Mitchell Page.
See KING, hack page

Scott ticearce. a senior majoring in electrical engineering, strolls
through the cos ered ramp area of the Central Classroom Building.
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Pro -choice,
not pro -abortion
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Calendar poor,
censorship worse
Once again the conflict between free
expression and individual values has created controversy on campus, this time resulting from the sale of a student -produced
calendar in the university bookstore.
The 1990 Women of SJSU calendar,
released Oct. 27 by the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity, features 19 female students posing in skimpy bathing suits, with two in
nothing at all.
Calendar producer and fraternity
member Brian Leibl says that Spartan
Bookstore managetnent made an oral ag- ,
reement with him to carry 5(10 copies of
the calendar, and for a week the store had
them available for sale.
But Nov. 2, bookstore officials removed the calendars from their shelves in
an action Leibl contends was precipitated
by negative response from students and
other members of the catnpus community.
The calendar was put up for sale once
again the following day, but in the meantime, Leibl had sought legal advice from
an attorney regarding what he believed was
a breach of contract.
Store managetnent has declined to
give the Daily its reasons for either action.
If Leibl’s claims regarding an oral
we have no
sales contract are true and
reason to doubt them we support his efforts to hold the Spartan Bookstore to its
initial agreement. Censorship is never a
desired act, and each time a publication is
removed from the sales rack, it is an infringement of our right to free speech.
But we appreciate and share the concerns bookstore officials must have regarding the calendar.
Leibl told the Daily last spring that
this year’s calendar would show the sexier
sides of his models in a tasteful manner.
Well, as it happens, the calendar is
not particularly tasteful. It is not about
good taste, but about an appeal to a widespread appetite for skin.
It is disheartening to think that some
of the visions depicted in the calendar represent the image we have of the female student population at SJSU or the image we
want to impress upon the rest of the community. For by titling the calendar Women
of SJSU this is the message the Pikes are
passing along. There are hundreds of
women on this campus who deserve our attention not because of their willingness
to exix)se themselves in public, but because of what they are capable as human
beings.
More importantly, we think it is a bad
idea to portray women be they students
as "sexual objects."
or anyone else
"Sexual object" is a sad cliche, but it is a
tried and true one that we can do without,
especially in an educational setting where
human dignity should be our priority.
So we oppose the message of the calendar and we understand the reluctance of
bookstore officials to serve as purveyors of
an exploitative publication.
But censorship is not the answer. The
solution lies in the power of the buck and
the influence we as a community can exert
through our refusal to support an indusbased on
cottage or otherwise
try
the debasement of wotnen.
Sales of the calendar are reportedly
slim. Let’s keep it that way.
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Letters to the Editor
Government has the right
Editor,
Poor Robert Lyon feels financial aid students arc
being discriminated against by the federal government
for having to sign an anti -drug statement. Speaking as
a recipient of financial aid, I don’t feel discriminated
against at all. If it wasn’t for financial aid, I wouldn’t be
able to attend college, and if I have to sign an anti -drug
statement, fine. You seem to forget, Mr. Lyon, or
maybe you didn’t know, whcn someone (especially the
federal government) gives you a grant or a loan they
have the right to set whatever standards they choose for
the rccipicnts. Also, your whining about being
registered with the Selective Service is stupid. Have
you forgotten (or maybe you didn’t know this either)
that Selective Service Registration is a federal law for
all males ages 18 to 26? These two examples arc very
minor steps in acquiring financial aid and certainly
won’t lead to the totalitarian regime you envision Mr.
Lyon. By the way, arc you an financial aid? You didn’t
state this in your article and if you’re not, please stick
to writing about sports.
Marc Tavasci
,lunior
Political Science

Abortion not a right
Editor,
It doesn’t takc a Phd to sec there is a lot of feeling
and confusion about the abortion issue. So let’s just cut
the bull and get through all the philosophy, emotion,
and any politics involved and look at what we are
doing, that is, "where the rubber meets the road." What
will be law if the right to lifers arc supported, and what
will bc the result if the pro-choiccr’s arc supported?
Keep in mind that law will never move to the most
radical views of either side. In other words you don’t
have to fear that law will allow an abortion in thc
seventh month because the woman wants one "just for
the heck of it." And law will never force a woman to
have the child if she will dieand maybe even the
baby.
So I hope you comc to thc same conclusion as me if
you think of thc issue in terms of what will be the
actual result of
Right to Life-result if supporter is that abortion will
bc against the law except for ccrtain cases, serious
health reasons or rape, for example.
Pro-choice-result if supported is that abortion will
roughly continue as it is.
But how is it? Women can choosc to get an abortion
to avoid hardship in many forms. They can for
financial reasons, not ready for responsibility, to avoid
embarrassment, or gossip, school and career would bc
jeopardized, etc. But arcn’t these the exact same
reasons for birth control? When the number of
abortions is so staggering you would agree, wouldn’t
you, that it’s basically used as a birth control method?
My cousin knows a girl who got an abortion because
"it (being pregnant) would have ruined hcr summer."
Pro-choice is not a womcn’s rights issue and doesn’t
represent the virtue of self-responsibility. Besides, if
Pro-choice not a women’s rights issue and doesn’t
represent the virtue of self-responsibility. Besides, if
abortion is against the lew eAcept in ccrtain cases, will
it not be the woman who decides once las are
established?
A woman can be convicted of child abuse if her
baby is born addicted to drugs-but if she kills her baby
before it’s born, that’s OK?
I am definitely supporting the right to life and don’t

right to choose to steal.
P.S. Alxtrtion is more tragic than the earthquake.
Leif Melby
Freshman
Civil Engineering

KSJS Contest explained
Editor,
Perhaps this should be an open letter to any
students, faculty, or staff that are upset about the
winner of th KSJS Halloween costume contest, but in
any case, clarification is in order.
It seems that there are a few people upset that thc
winner of our contest was dressed in a costume that
was, as one cane,: to the station said, "In poor taste."
KSJS did not pick the winner of the costume
contest. The judges of the contest were the students,
faculty, and staff that are involved enough in campus
oriented activities to show up. The winner was based
on the applause of the audience. If you felt that Ms. Liu
was wearing a costume that was in bad taste then you
had just as much chance as anyone else to vote for or
against her costume.
KSJS also cannot and will not take back the prizes
awardcd to Ms. Liu. As a broadcasting station we must
adhere to the laws set for us by the FCC and no matter
what we may personally feel about the tragedy of the
earthquake or about how people deal with it, we must
award all prizes the way we specified were going to
award them. There is no doubt that Ms. Liu had more
applause than any of the other winncrs and therefore
won the bicycle, the compact disc and the lingerie.
I would hope that, at least, at a college campus you
would find people that were tolerant to othcr people’s
opinions, views, ideas, regardless of their own and that
would defend their right, as Americans, to show them
in any legal manner they choose. At KSJS, wc let you
the students, faculty and staff of this University have a
voice in what you see and hear. So if you aren’t happy
with it, get involved! Where were you whcn the voting
was going on?
Pol Inate
General Manager
KSJS

Make college free
Editor,
Thc state of California has a $500 billion economy,
the seventh largest in the world. The state government
budget is approximately $50 billion. With an economy
so large, surely the state can afford to make all CSU
campuses "free." Increase the sales tax if ncccssary.
Free higher education will help the native poor and
the immigrants. The money the students save could be
used to improve their own standard of living during the
school years.
Since more young people will be educated, they
will tend to earn more that thc average. With more
wealth, future government programs will bc easier to
finance.
As time passes less people will accept low wage
jobs. Consequently, more immigrants will need to be
let in to maintain our supply of cheap labor.
Ultimately, the standard of living will increase for
native Californians and immigrants.
Carlo Ariani
Sophomore
Finance

last statement on abortion
This is my
and related issues. Promise.
Based on some of the mail I’ve
received recently, it seems clear there is
still a widespread misconception that
"pro -choice" is synonymous with "proabortion."
The truth is, no one likes abortion. It
is not a good thing. Most who encounter
abortion personally are faced with a
painful and traumatic dilemma, and
anyone who thinks those who choose
abortion do so without intense thought and
consideration are wrong.
No. The pro-choice movement is not
about favoring abortions. It it is about
preserving the right of the individual to
decide whether to carry a child from
conception to birth.
As for graphic photographs some prolife groups distribute portraying fetuses
purportedly mutilated through abortion, I
agree with their revulsion. It is an ugly,
abhorrent vision these photographs
represent. But most abortions are
performed in the very early stages after
conception and do not produce the results
depicted in such pictures.
And I acknowledge, too, that a
woman who chooses abortion may suffer
long-lasting emotional repercussions.
But the vast range of variables that
exist in each individual life, that influence
the decisions different people make, must
be taken into consideration. No one can
say just what forces are at work in another
person’s life or how that person will react
upon pursuing a course of action.
These are the very reasons we should
trust the individual to weigh the options
and to select what is best for her- or
himself. All of us feel remorse at one time
or another. Each day we make decisions,
many of them wrong. But we, as the
individuals affected, more than anyone
else, are in the best position to make those
decisions.
The morality issue is not a simple
one. It is easy to view the world as black
and white and quite frankly, we do that
all too often.
But it doesn’t work. Because we are
individuals, our views of life and the world
vary from from one to the next. And as our
body of knowledge and experience
changes over time, so too does our sense of
morality.
Still, it remains individual.
I, for example, am morally offended
by racial slurs. But I would be loathe to
suggest that government officials establish
laws forbidding this sort of expression.
That is a job to be accomplished through
improved education and social pressure.
I find it morally repugnant that we, as
a nation, are fat and eat expensively
produced foods while whole countries go
hungry because of our greed. Farbeit from
me to force my fellow -Americans
renounce all but the most economical
foods until the rest of the world is fed.
The point is, one cannot dictate
morality or obligation for the individual,
particularly where abortion is concerned.
Instead of battling over where the
decision of abortion lies, we should devote
our energy to education and family
planning and strike at the very root of
abortion. Though no form of birth control
is 100 percent effective, it is possible to
limit unwanted pregnancies and to reduce
the need for women to make what may be
the most difficult choice of their lives.
Mary R. Callahan is the City Editor.
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Daily Digest

News

Yesterday

The 1990 Women 01 SJSU
Calendar was pulled rom the
Spartan Bookstore shelves for a day.
according to calendar producers.
I 1
Moss Landing marine reitseach is
continuing at the Monterey County
Center in Salinas. The Moss
1.anding lab was destroyed in the
(
1 7 eanhquake

Today
The Student Union Board of
Directors and the San Jose Janimers
have filially signed their contract.

So* peg*

1_1

Complete coverage of the first
Jammers game
Soo page

4

20 Years Ago

A siu(kin gos eminent gmup called
"Aquanus- ran on a slate of political
changes including re-examination of
spending priorities. revision ol the Con
stitution, election code and judicial pro
cess; and a shake up in the student council to make members inore responsive to
the entire student population

SJSU Today
Offwers to speak
toROTCcadets
ROTC students will have a chance to
meet with military brass today.
Two brigadier generals have been
scheduled to speak with SJSU cadets.
Brig. Gen. Robert Hillhouse, an
SJSt alumnus. will speak to Amiy
R( Mr students in the Spartan Memorial

Chapel Iron) 7:30 a.111. to 9:00 a.m.
about management in the civilian and
military worlds. according to Capt.
Karen Phillips.
The Air Force ROTC is also
expecting guest speaker. Brig. Gen.
Paul L. Robertson, who will give a
presentation on Electmnic Secunty
Command during the cadets’ leadership
laboratory Imm 3 p.m. to 4:15 p.m..
said Kelly Vervich, an Air Force cadet

FAA probes cracks
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal investigators are examining a pre-flight
crack in a DC -10 engine fan disk found
in an Iowa com field this week. nearly
three months after the crash of a United
Airlines jet.
James Kolstad, tiding National
Transponation Sakty Board Chairman.
said Thursday he hoped the disk section
unearthed by an Iowa fanner would tell
investigators what caused the July 19
crash that killed 1 1 2 of the 286 people
aboard Flight 232.
Kolstad expressed the optimism even
before a second fanner on Thursday
Mund what a lawyer hired by engine maker General Electric said is the final
one-third pan of the disk.
Kolstad announced discovery of a
crack in the larger section unearthed by
fanner Janice Sorenson on Tuesday as
she was harvesting with a combine near
Alta. Iowa. The section included ahout
two-thirds of the 300-pound disk and
parts of 25 ()I’ its fan blades. Kolstad
said.

I ..iwyer Steve Gadd. hired by GE to
assist in the search, confimied late
Thursday that the final third of the titanium disk was Mural by fanner Harold
Halverson about a half-mile from the
Sorenson discovery.
The company had offered $271.000
fix various mi.ssing pieces of the engine
and has delivered a check Mr $1 16.000
to Mrs. Sorenson.
Investigators say the plane’s tail mounted No. 2 engine disintegrated in
flight. throwing out pieces that severed
hydraulic flight control lines. Pilots said
they used only thrust from the remaining two engines to steer the plane to the
Sioux City airpon where it canwheeled
in flames upon landing.
Kolstad said the precise "size, nature
and reason for the crack" found along
the interior surface of the engine disk
had yet ti) he determined.
’Fhe crash-landing killed 11 I people
at the scene and one passenger died a
month later Mini injuries.

Praise: 9 years too late
Jimmy Carter discovering
happy life out of office
WASHING’ION (AP) - As Jimmy crisis in confidence His final year
Caner lamented wryly. the endorse- and campaign --- were shadowed by the
ments are coming in too late --- at least Iran hostage crisis, and he lost to Ronnine years too late to do him any politi- ald Reagan in a 19140 electoral landslide.
cal good.
Caner. Reagan, Gerald R. Ford and
Not that he isn’t enjoying the praise
he’s hearing for his performance out of Richard M. Nixon are the fraternity of
office, in causes ranging from housing former presidents Caner and Nixon.
the poor to fighting hunger to mediating the president who resigned in 1974
rather than laCe Watergate impeachan African civil war.
Caner is not the first ex -president to ment. were in Washington this week on
find in political retirement the applause missions and ill circumstances that reand approval that eluded him in his lat- flected their divergent styles and political situations.
ter days in the White House.
Nixon went unannounced to the
Harry S. Truman len office with his
political standing low and ebbing,.and White House Sunday night Mr a dinner
lived to see it irvive to the point that with President Bush and top administraDemocrats now hail him as a decisive, tion aides. to report on his five-day trip
to China. He flew home to New Jersey
hock -stops here leader
after dinner. His v eats and contacts
usually remain private: even 15 years
Carter said he doesn’t
after his resignation Republicans tend to
criticize other former
play down his presence.
presidents. Then again,
At the same hour Sunday. Democrat
Carter was presiding at a reunion. joksmiling, he added: "If
ingly telling more than 2.11(X) of the
you hear of another
people who worked in his administradeal like that, let me
tion that with all their latent talent he
know. I believe idealism vvondered why they didn’t take over
again.
and practicality go
He said that while newspaper entogether."
dorsements once were scarce, he’d had
a crop (il’ them recently. most during the
Months
Flerhen Hoos ei. dress ridicule and past
They haVe conk’ 111 recognition of his
sconi in his deleat in the Depression
election of 1932: his work in European personal diplomacy. his efforts to mediate peace in a generation -old civ war
hunger relief and as an architect of govin Ethiopia. to I osier democracy and
eminent reorgani/ation gained him refree elections in Central America. and
spect in a later political generation.
Caner was beset by. what came to he to deal with social ills abroad and at
called a national malaise after he told home.
It is volunteer %sort,. and the former
the nation that it was suffenng from a

Reagan’s standard
speech honorarium is
said to be $50,000, and
he reportedly received
$2 million for spending
eight days in Japan last
month, making two
speeches, presiding at
an awards ceremony,
and appearing in a
television interview for
the media company
that sponsored his trip.
Carter said he doesn’t criticize other
former presidents. Then again, smiling,
he added: "If you hear of another deal
like that. let me know. I believe idealism and practicality go together.’
At his news conference Tuesday.
President Flush avoided cnticism of his
predecessor. saying the Reagan visit
had been symbolically important in a
U.S.-Japan relationship that mehetimes
shows strain.
As for ex -presidents being paid by
private industry, Bush said he saw no

problem, "provided it’s noi overdone.
Ford told
forum on limner presidents this fall that he spends his time
lectunng, campaigning lor Republicans
and pursuing business opponunities
Nixon limits his public appearances
wit! concentrates on his writing His
seventh txxik since leaving the White
House. this one an autobiography. is to
be published next spnng
As writer and sometime adviser.
Nixon cultivates the role of elder statesman in foreign policy.
Caner, whose major foreign policy
mark wa% made with the I9714 Camp
David accords between Egypt and Israel, still works at mediation.
Carter is going to Nainthi, Kenya,
later this month to resume his mle as
mediator in the Ethiopian civil war, a
process he started at his Atlanta presidential center. He plans to go to Nicaragua as an observer (il- the elections that
are supposed to be held there next February’
While avoiding any official role. Carter said he always advises the adniinis[ration of his fixrign undertakings. He
said he got little cooperation during the
Reagan years.
"Since George Bush has been in office
weve
had almost perfect
relationships, Carter said.
Then again, nobody ’s perfect. Caner
said Bush is not a forceful enough
spokesman Mr the West in dealing svith
the Soviet Union and with the changes
sweeping eastern Europe. That is just
the kind of complaint that once WaS
:tinted al the Caner Vhite House

vou having hating trouble
calling the MO. at 924-32811
number, try culling 924-3281 .

Corning votes to close hospital
(API
(1)RNING.
the (’orning Hospital I)istnct
’cif a
tax measure that svould haw allossed
the 30-hed facility to continue operating
on a limited basis.
If it closes. the 5.000 residents 01
Corning. about 1511 air miles north ot

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide ts a daily calendar available to GALA: Speaker. Dr Wiggsy Sivertsen. 4 30
SJSU students. faculty and staff organizations p m .S U Costanoan Room Call 236-2002
at nn charge Forms may be picked up al the
Spartan Daily office. Wahlquist Library North Amnesty International: Open forum on the
Room 100. or at the Student Union Information death penalty. 7pm S U A S Chambers
Center No phoned-in items will be accepted Call 257-6050
The deadhne is noon The Daily will attempt fo
enter each item a day before the event. as well Economics Students Association: Banner
as the day ot the event
making party 3p m .S U Montalvo Room
TODAY
Career PlanNng and Placement Center:
Christian Science Organization: Meeting. Resume preparation 2pm SU Costa11 30 am SU Montalvo Room. Call 258- noan Room Call 924-6030
1035
Hot Talk: INS raids. 6:30 p.m., 90.7 p.m. San Jose State Symphony Orchestra: Recitals Hour-Amencan Music Week 12 30
Call 924-K SJS
p
to 1.30 p.m., SJSU Concert Hall. Call
Amnesty International: Death penalty information table. all day. S U front Call 257- 924-4673
6050
Social Problems Child Care: Petition SignSpartan Oriocci: Meeting. 7:30 p.m . S U ing 9 30 a m to 3 30 p m Student Union
Almaden Room
Call 265-8682
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon
FRIDAY
Campus Christian Center lower level Cati
India Student’s Association:
The
298-0204
Campus Ministry: Bible Study -Book of Shaker fall dance. 9p m -1 a m SU Ballroom
Call
248-7838
Genesis noon. S U Montalvo Room Call
298-0204
SJSU Theatre Arts: Arthur Miller s The
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting. 7 30 p m Avi- Crucible. 8 p m University
Theatre Cali
ation Department Conference Room Caii 924-4555
286-3161
Physics Seminar: Andres Larraza of Naval Social Problems Child Care: Petition Sign
Post Graduate School on Non -Propagating mg. 9 30 a m to 3 30 p m Student Union
Solutions.. 1 30 p m Science Building. Call 265-8682
room 251 Call 924-5267
Ohana of Hawaii: Pizza Night. 8 p m Pizza
SJSU TheatN Arts: Arthur Miller s The Hut on Tully. Call 924-7942
Crucible, 8 p.m . University Theatre Call
SATURDAY
924-4555
Asian Business League: College recruiters SJSU Theatre Arts: Arthur Millers The
from Amdahl National Semiconductor 4 Crucible. 8 p m University Theatre Call
pm SU Almaden Room Call 274-6372
924-4555

presideni irs trying to raise funds to crcaic a 1550 million endownient for the
Carter presidential center through which
he operates At the reunion. he read a
chatty letter from limner at& Hamilton
Jordan to make a fundraising point to
the crowd: it ended with a pledge of
S50.000 to the Carter center
Reagan’s standard speech honorarium is said to he 150,(100, and he reponedly received $2 million fix spending eight days in Japan last month,
making two speeches. presiding at an
awards ceremony. and appearing in a
television interview for the media company that sponsored his trip

Economics Students Association: Picnic
and faculty student softball game 11 a m
Williams St Park
SUNDAY
Campus Ministry: Worship. 10 45 a m (Lutheran worship) 6 30 p m and 8 p m . (Cathohc mass), Campus Christian Center Chapei Call 298-0204
MONDAY
Social Problems Child Care: Petition Signing. 9 30 a m to 3 30 p m Student Union
Call 265-8682
Alpha Phi Omega National Science Fraternity: Open Meeting 530pm SU Gua
dalupe Room. Call 245-9165
TUESDAY
Ad Club: General Meeting. 7 pm SU
Umunhum Room. Call 924-3270.

’FLOWER GARDEN
FLORIST
FormalS
Deliveries
Arrangements
9 7 7 - 1 6 6 0 43r..:

.jt
,

All credit cards
accepted over phone

San Francisco. will have to seek care in
Chico or Red Blurt. both about 20 nides
away .
District Chairman Jim Harm% said
Wednesday that he "will go on Mini
here.’ ’ allow saying how
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RESUME WANTED
Give us your rough draft, we’ll turn
it into a prolesstonal lase; pnnted resume
which guarantees attentoonl Gel our
package deal of $25.00 for 1 page resume
5 extra copies . 5 matching envelopes.
your choice of few qyle among OUI 35
resident fonts FREE CONSULTATION
Just .ive us a call at
Fineline Design
415 968 4243

SUND AY
Lip Sync ’89
$1.50 Well, Wine
Draft & Baxter’s Teas

MONDAY
Sports Monday
$1.50 Well, Wine
Draft & Baxter’s Teas

gjlf;

/
’INE RENT FOR LESS

CAFIS/TRUC_KS/VANS

TUESDAY
Sing Your Way To Vegas
$2 Well. Wine, Draft. & Teas

Clean, late model vehickmDaily rates from $23.95
Visa/MC/AE accepted
but not required
Unlimited mileage plan
Free mileage plan
Age requirement:21
8 minutes from campus
10% discount for
Students, Faculty, 6 Staff
on weekly & monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Joao CA. 95111

WEDNESDAY
Ladies Night Out
$1.75 Teas

The Ftm Begins at 9pm!
Ask D.J. fcr S.J S.U.

V I P. Car,

AP
-e/1.,4"
Cupertino CA.

(408)725-0515

(408)281-4666
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Re part of the most exciting season
of the ycar at Macy’s. Apply now
for temporary Christmas employment. You’ll earn extra money as
well as a discount on your
purchases! And you’ll have the
added fun of helping make gift
giving a little easier for a lot of
people. Sales, gift -wrapping and
stock positions are available, full
or parttime days, part-time nights.
Visit the personnel office of your
nearest Macy’s

VALLEY FAIR
2801

Stevens Creek Blvd
Santa Clara
Macy’s is an equal
opportunity employer.
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The Future’s So Bright...
SNEAK PREVIEW
Monday, Nov.

13 7:30pm

vs. Holland
(Nashua Den Boshch)
21 7 30pm

Tuesday Nov

vs High Five America
(Spartan Gymnasium)
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Sports

Lacrosse
hopes to
improve
By Tony Mercado
Daily start writer
With the season still four months
away, SJSU’s lacrosse team is already
approaching the 1990 season with renev.ed enthusiasm.
After three years on campus, the
team hnngs two main factors that will
help it improve upon the winless season
of I9g9:
A coach and experience.
New head coach, Bob Memel, 32,
has been playing lacrosse since he wa.s
young boy until a knee injury prevented
him from continuing. Memel recieves
no pay for his services. Players say he
coaches for the sheer love of the game.
In the first year on canipus, the team
rotated two coaches on a part-time basis
and last year John Bawler, a 23-yearold English major, split time US both
player and coach.
’In any spon. you can’t rely on players to coach a team." said Joel Dibble.
a 2 I -year-old HUIllall Performance
major and three-year veteran of the
squad. "John’s one of our hest players,
hut his concentration was always split
between coaching and playing."
Members see a vast difference in attitude with this year’s team.
Dan Bird, 19, says the team is displaying more confidence.
"There’s more motivation." added
Dibble. "We do consistent drills and
our participation has iniproved. Last
year, we had just enough players to play
ill a game and only half as many for
practice.’’
Experience will be the other key to
the team’s success.
Seven starters retum. including team
captains Dibble at attackman and Hagele. the team’s leading scorer last season at midfielder. The two played together on a junior lacrosse team five
years ago and will he looked to for leadership this season.
Among the other returnees are midfielders Illiad and Tyr Rodriguei.
"Illiad’s one of our more dependable
players," said Bird. "Tier missed half
of last season with a broken wrist, hut is
ready this year."

Daily file photo
With the return of Tyr Rodriquez, above, and several other veterans,
the SJSU lacrosse club hopes to improve on its upcoming season.
The defense is expected to he grams.
The team is currently recognized i4 a
anchorerd by John Dallinan and Bird,
perhaps the most intense player on the club, not as a sport, by SJSU and reCieNeS no funding fmm the Associated
team.
Student Board.
SJSU competes in the NCAA’s third
"Every cost. from transportation to
division. a league where all of the unifonns, comes out of our own pockschools have established lacrosse pm- ets... Dibble said.

"FASCINATING.

I

ITS FULL OF UNMISTAKABLE
TOUCHES OF BRILLIANCE."

(HIGHEST RATING)

"* * * *
AN OFFBEAT ORIGINAL ’

Joseph RicamoraIlannDady staff photographer
Evgeny Murzin 181 tries to block Jammer Butch Hays 11 I as he goes for a layup.

Gi ..

Jammers overpower
Soviet team, 144-110
Ity lgobert ly on

nervous," said Jammer center Tony
Daily staff writer
Brown.
The San Jose Jammers breezed
Stroitel shot slightly better in the
by the U.S.S.R. National Champion
second half, but by that time the
basketball team Wednesday night, Jammers had a firm grip on their
defeating Simnel 144-110 at SJSU’s
first victory of the exhibition season.
Rec Center arena.
Russell said the Jammers still
The Jainmers evened their exhihave a long way to go before thc
bition record to 1-1, while thc Soviet regular season begins on Nov. 14
team dropped the first of its five against the Topeka Sizzlers in
games against teams in the Topeka, Kan.
Continental Ba.sketball Association.
"Once we get our roster set, I
A vicious full -court press by the think we will be competitive," he
Jammers in the early stages of the said. The Jammers have to cut their
game tied up the Stroitel players and
13 -man roster down to 10 by
gave the hunmers a lead they would Monday, Russell said, and have
never relinquish.
made several additions to the team
"It was good pressing," said this week, including guard Scooter
Stoitel forward Igor Pinchuk in bro- Barry, the son of NBA star Rick
ken English. "Thcy (the Jammers) Barry.
made us make many mistakes. Wc
"We’ve had too many roster
played very had."
moves the last few days," Russell
The Jammers jumped out to the said. "We weren’t very fluid, but
early lead behind the shooting of there is potential there because we
guards Freddie Banks and Butch have good athletes."
Hays, who capitalized on Stroitel
But despite the hectic roster
turnovers to give thc Jammers an moves, the Jammers relished in their
early 8-6 lead. Stroitel ticd the score first victory.
at eight, but a two-point shot by
Forward Jervis Cole led the way
Scott Fischer gave the Jammers a as he popped in 24 points and led
lead they would hold for the rest of the team in steals with three.
the game.
Monroe Douglass added another
"We played quicker and we 22 points for the Jammers, while
forced thc tempo," Jammer hcad Hays and guard Perry Bellaire added
coach Cory Russell said. "I think wc 17 each.
caught them off guard."
Former
Spartan
Craig
Thc night marked the first time McPherson, who played at SJSU
the Jammers played in SJSU’s Rcc after last year’s player Ixlcott, startCenter arena, and it also markcd the ed for thc Jammers but only scored
first time a professional basketball four points and added three
team from the Unitcd States faced a rebounds.
professional tcam from the Soviet
Forward David Boone led the
Union.
Jammers in rcbounds with 13 and
But it was a game thc Soviets added seven points to the team’s
would probably rather forget.
total.
For the Soviet team, Evgeny
Stroitel’s shooting throughout the
game wa.s about as cold as some of Murzin led the scoring attack with
thc northern regions of the Soviet 24 points and guard Yuri Kosenko
Union. The team shot 32 percent added another 21.
fmm the field in the first half and
Midway through the first quarter,
made only 14 of 24 free throw Stroitcl fell behind by 17 points as
attempts.
the Jammers poured on a16-0 scor"Thcy could have been a little ing spurt. By the end of the first

oven SAN JOSf Nit

INTERNATIONAL
PASSPORT

quarter, Sum tel was trailing 41-26.
And the second quarter wasn’t
any better.
In the first 57 seconds, the
Jammers’ full -court press stunned
&rune!, and the Jammers knocked
in a quick eight points for a 49-26
lead. The Jammers led at the half
73-52.
Thc Jammers led at the cnd of
three by a score of 109-83. and
added another 35 points in the final
quarter to take thc 144-110 victory.

To Living Abroad
1.,,ornational Certificate
in Teaching English as a
Foreign Languarte
-4-week intensive
program
-3-month part-time
evening program
-Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language
St. Giles College
2280 Powell St., SF 94133
(4151788-3552

\\
CSip
294-3800
306 S. list

PARK FREE NEXT
TO CAMERA 31

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE
If you’re sexually active. you should know about the
GSE. GSE stands for genital self-examination. It’s
a simple examination you can give yourself to check
for any sgns or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease. Send for your free GSE Guide today. Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for
To receive your tree GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-free, 1-800-234-1124.
Eionnucea WeIcOrne CO ,n COoluecton we,
Arneheeo
Academ, or Dermatology the American Academy Of Family Physicrans the
Amer oar, College Or Gederal Practitioners in Osteopathic Medreine and
Surge, y /he Amencan Osteopathic AssOC,10.on and the Amencan Social
wealth Association
1989 SurrOugna WelicOree Co Alt rights reserved

E
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KSJO 92.3 MIDNIGHT MOVIE FRI: DRUGSTORE
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below
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GSE
to GSE.

Guide fill out this coupon
FOr your tree
and mail
PO
MA 018884088

I Woburn.

Box 408B.
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Address
State
I
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Panopulous’ campaign
based on city change
SJSU grad
first to enter
mayor race
By Vincent T. Odd
Daffy staff wrffer
Chris J. Panopulous wants to make
San Jose a better place.
He wants the people ol San Jose to
make it a better place as well.
"My No. 1 goal is to try to get the
people of San Jose involved in solving
our waist] problems and impnwing the
quality of life here:. Panopulous said.
Panopulous, 64, has served as a community volunteer for many years and
plans to run for niayor of San Jose in the
1990 election. Panopulous. decision to
run for mayor, he said, will serve as an
extension of his community -service activities.
’These activities have included the
City of San Jose Trust Fund. which he
hopes will grow into a multimillion-dollar treasury that can be used for various
education and recreation pmgrams:
Friends of the Guadalupe, which has
been active in raising funds for the
building of Guadalupe River Park: and
San Jose Beautiful, which is involved in
improving the environment and the surmundings of the San Jose community.
Panopulous launched his race fix
mayor three years ago. He wanted to get
an early sttut because he expected to be
"an underdog. a real long shot, who iN

going to need a real head sun... he told
the San Jose Mercury News in a June 2,
1987 article
Vv’hen and il he is ekcied mayor,
Panopulous wants to do what he can to
hring the San Jose community closer together
"1 want to make it clear it) the people
of San Jose that our city hall does not
belong to just a few people. It belongs
to the community," he said. "Many
times, I have noticed that too many people have been left out of the city hall’s
decision-making. and one of my goals
is to increase the residents’ involvement
in their local government."
He also wants to establish a cost-control policy tor the community.
"Being a former accountant with
Westinghouse, I am very familiar with
numbers, and I have noticed sorne big
trouble that this city has had in managing the numbers," he said. "For instance, there have been overruns in the
development of the downtown mall.
and it seemed to me that some people
have no respect Mr numbers.
"I hope to bring in people who can
run the city as they would a private corporation. with more cost control," he
continued. "There is no excuse to let
costs get out of NM.**
Panopulous, a graduate of San Jose
State College (which became SJSU),
also hopes to strengthen the relationship
between SJSU and the city of San Jose.
"My hope is that the local government will realize that SJSU is a great
asset to our community," he said. "I
wa.s at a recent meeting regarding the

late of San Carlos Street, and 1 rxxiced
that ISJSU president) Gail Fullenon and
many SJS1.1 faculty and students were
present, but the proposal to close down
San Carlos Street was rejected. I don’t
know why."
"I would hope that the city. would
present San Carlos Street as a gift to
SJSU for their niany contributions to the
community. but it seems as though they
treat SJSU as though it does ntx exist,"
he added.
One goal Panopulous has in mind for
SJSI.I is the launching ot a program educating students in the imponance of
solving the drug problem.
"People throughout the community,
such aS students, youngsters and SJSU
staff and faculty should take the responsibility to educate others to get off
drugs, to ’just say no’ and to do what
they can to solve the drug problem." he
said. "I consider this a high pnonty for
the university."
He also hopes to get a wider variety
of people. such as senior citizens and
students. involved in community -service projects.
"I particularly. would like to see more
senior citizens involved in community
service because they are the ones who
tend to have lots of time on their
hands.’’ he said.
Panopulous worked at Westinghouse
Mr 30 years, serving in a variety of different positions. He retired in 1983.
"There is definitely mini for impnwement, lin San Jose) and I want everyone to get involved," Panopulous
concluded.

Jackson seeks impact in off-year
WASHINGTON (AP) - ’This is an Chicago to Wa.shington this summer.
off year for Jesse Jackson so his impact saying he wanted a ha.se closer to Conis limited - he’s an issue in one current gress and the rest of the federal governand one coming campaign. an indirect ment.
He registered to vote in the Disinct of
factor in a couple more. and national
Democratic rulemakers have just dealt Columbia on Aug. 3, thus qualifying to
run for mayor. But he said he would n(ff
with a problem he left them.
Now he’s announced plans to be- run against embattled Mayor Marion S.
come a television talk show host next Barry. Jr.. his longtime ally in the civil
fall, just when a lot of people think he rights movement. Barry has said he will
may be campaigning for mayor of the seek a fourth term. There will he at least
three other Democratic candidates.
Disuict of Columbia.
That confronts the charismatic black
Lamm isn’t saying yes or no. "I do
not choose to pursue the hypothetical." leader with the kind of problem that
he said in announcing hi% television doesn’t apply at loftier political levels.
plans last week. "I am not running for His statements and Barry’s put things on
any office and at this point have no hold pending further nianeuvering. But
there has been no hold in the specuplans to do so. ’
Jackson said he wants to go on tele- lation. notably after Democratic Navision with the weekly talk show to tional Chairman Ronald H. Bnw,n said
break a pattem in which "fewer and he thinks Jackson will run for mayor
fewer people talk about niore and mom and will win. Brown, convention manager for the Jackson presidential camand often know less and less. ’
Then. too, the national kirum of a paign in 1988, said his forecast wasn’t
syndicated television program would ba.sed on inside infomiation or direct
pnwide exposure and. in effect. an in- word from Jackson.
Brown also said he doubted anything
troduction to voters the two-time Democratic presidential candidate wouldn’t short of legal proceedings would keep
otherwise reach. And that can only add Barry from running again. Barry. has
to the Jackson factor III Democratic pol- been involved in a lexleral investigation
into alleged drug dealing by an associate
itics.
Jackson transplanted his Raintxm and former city employee. The mayor
Coalition political headquarters from has denied any: wrongdoing.

U.S. returns
$567 million
to Iran
WASHINGTON (API- The United
States is returning S567 million in frozen assets to Iran but says the action is
unrelated to the plight of eight Americans who are being held hostage in I ehanim .
’The $567 million was being held in a
fund to back up claims by American
hanks against Iran. Most of those claims
were settled in the past few weeks.
As a result, U.S. officials said Monday night, the leftover a.ssets will be returned to the Bank of Iran. Another
$243 million will he transferred to a
special fund to hack up other American
claims against the Persian Gulf country:.
1.1.S. officials said Monday night.
The move followed talks in The
Hague la.st week hetween Abraham Sofaer. the State Department’s legal adviser. and Iranian officials. A special
tribunal set up in the Dutch capital in
1981 has been considenng conflicting
claims.
U.S. officials said the decision to retum the assets through the Bank of Iran
was unrelated to the eight Americans
being held in Lebanon by a pro-lranian
faction.
Iranian President Hashemi Rafsanjani
offered help last month in getting 18
Western hostages freed if the United
States released billions of dollars in frozen assets or helped settle the cases of
three Iranians captured by Christian
Lebanese militiamen in 1982.
Bush administration officials immediately responded they would not engage in negotiations over the hostages
and called on humanitarian grounds for
the hostioes
the release of

A
on an IBM
Compatible
Computer

When that puzzle unravels it could
have a national impact. Should Jackson
become mayor. it could sideline him in
what otherwise would he an almost certain third campaign for the Delius:nine
presidential nomination in 1992.
The Jackson factor also figures in
other, more imnwdiate political competition, notably the contest for mayor of
New York. Republicans have tried to
make an issue of Jackson’s support for
David N. Dinkins. the black Democrat
who won nomination over Mayor Edward Koch. Despite apologies and
peace gestuirs, Jackson’s 1984 descnption of New York
"hymietown" still
rankles among Jewish voters. a vital
bloc in a mayoral election there.
Jackson’s headquaners said he has no
firm schedule fix campaign appearances
in New York. but he is expected to go
there for ettOrts to register and tum out
black voters in Dinkins’ behalf-.
In Virginia. where Lt. Gov. L.
fkluglas Wilder seeks to become the
lira black elected governor of any state.
Jackson has stayed out of the campaign
Wilder ilt:eds the suppon of moderate
and conservative Democrats to win
With those vital blocs, Jackson’s involvement would he counterproductive.

By Greg Haas
Daily stan moor
Screening for a latal genetic disease
that results in death between the ages
(ff 3 arid 5 will he held at SJSU Feb.
14-15.
Tay Sachs is a genetic disease earned by both parents and transferred to
their offspnng. said Linda Foley, genetic counselor Man the University of
Caliliwnia at San Francisco.
Screening is held every two years at
SJSU, Foley said ’Ilie last test on
campus resulted in the discovery of six
earner% out of 212 people screened.
Central and Fasten) European Jews
have the highest rate of TSD, at I out
of 30. while the general populations’
occurrences of earners is I out of 150.
she said.
According to Eliz.abeth Dietz. associate professor of Nursing. "There are
a number of people that carry the traits
(of TSD) and do not know it."
"It is really imponant they know dt.
soon as possible." Dietz said. "It is
easy to prevent .
’The disease is genetic and must he
present in both parents for an offspnng
to inherit the disease, Foley said.
There is no way it) tell if someone is
a carrier of TSD unless they are tested
Mr the disease, Foley said.
Even the newborn does not show
the presence of TSD until 6 months
when their motor skills begin to deteriorate, she said.
Prevention is possible through regular screening or pre -natal screenings
after nine weeks, Foley said.
Couples that both carry TSD can
make the choices of adopting a child.
anificial insemination or taking the
25 -percent chance their baby will suffer from the disea.se, she said.
Two options are available if TSD is
discovered after pregnancy. said
Foley:. They are to terminate the pregnancy. or to carry to term.
The prenatal test "sort (il smacks of
abortion,’ Foley said. "The pro-liters
do not like that.’
Dietz said the test "means you need
to be responsible ahead of time."
"In kwish community a number of
things go on," said Dietz. "Members
of Jewish religious schools start teaching about the subject...
The genetic disea.se is discussed in
Jewish high schools, she said.

discovered
"I ’t.e
the fiirmula for taking
the late nights out
of lab class .

ewarai

Foky said testing started about 12
years ago ’The state funds the screening now. she said.
The wreenings will lake place between 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Student
Union both days, and the first day
there will also be a screening at Joe
West Hall betw.een 5 and 7 p.m ,
Kiley said.
Health educator Oscar Battle said:
"Anybody can conw in arid get
screening. except pregnant women ’
Fathers can get tested and have the
results rushed, Foley said, but she recommends an expecting couple to take
the test immediately froni their doctors
so the results are made availabe
quicker

Color Copies
Depend on Kinko’s.
Sales Flyers
Newsletters
Direct Mail
Presentations

Portfolio Pieces
Charts & Graphs
Signage
Photo Enlargements

kinkoss
the copy center
Open Early, Open Late 7 Days/Week
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from McDona!O r.)

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave.
San Jose, CA 95070
(Corner of Saratoga & Lawrence [
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Just in time for the holidays: great savings on IBM PS/2’s.
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PS/2 Model 311 286-1Mh memory. 80286 (10 MHz) pmcessor.orw
diskette drive (1.1 V111)). 211Mb fixed disk drive. IBM Mouse.
W indows/281). Simi 5.0."
8513 Color I hsplay.110S lit,
hIX: Window: Express." 111X : Windows Manager."
and MX: Windows I Air.- $2,299
0
PS/2 Model SO Z-IMI) memory. 80286
3.5-inal diskette
(10 MHz) pmcessor
driw (I.44Miq. :WM I) fixed disk driw. Micro
Channel’ architecture. IBM Mouse. 8513 ( :olor Display.
DOS 4.0. Microsoft Windows/286. Lard 5.0.** Excel.**
hl X: Windows Express. hIX Windows Manager
and hIX: Windows Color $2,799

Model Number JAS28612S

Intel 80286-12 microprocessor running at 6/12 MHZ
Zero wait state with Phoenix BIOS
640 KB RAM module on board expandable to 8 MB
One 5.25" - 1.2 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
One 3.5" - 1.44 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
1:1 interleave hard disk controller with dual diskette controller
I/0 plus card (one parallel, two serial, and one game ports)
Enhanced 101 -keys click Keyboard
200 W power supply
6 industry standard expansion slots
UNIX, XENIX, OS/2, and DOS compatible
One year warranty
7 days full cash refund
..%s.spisplay
Hard
Disk

TSD is a recessive genetic disease
that allows fatty matenal to over-produce in the brain anti breaks down the
nervous system. Foley said
Battle said an affected child will
die. There is no cure kir the disease
and it is always fatal.
Symptoms begin to show up between the ages of 4 to months. Foley
said Infants stop developing motor
skills like eating, grasping and smiling. As the disease progresses, a loss
of sight occur. and seizures hegin, she
said. ’Ilse inbint becomes progressively unresponsive to stimuli from parents and the environment. Foley said.
The diseased infant must be placed
in intensive care, Foley said.
The blood tests will also he screening fix Sandhoff disease, which is
more prevalent in the general population then the Jewish population, Foley
saki. The Sanhaff disease is the same
as TSD.
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"We ilewish community) mot
nized their was a particular disease.
but did not know what to do about it,"
Dietz said

We’ve just mad.. it
This new year. resolve to maintain tht perfect chemist rs between work and
easier. because 110% ’1111 eau get a terrific huy on an 111i1 15.rsonal Systein/2.’ ith easy -to -use solt wan.
loaded and reati:t to go.
hat’s mon.. when you buy the l’S/2. you will get a mouse pad. a 3.5 -inch diskette holder. and a
service. %side from all
power strip-all free. ind ruin. entitled to a gnat low price on the PHI X Xi
of t he most popular 11111 Proprinters."
this. right now there an. special sac ings
But this offer -like the holidays -won’t last long.* Offer ends February 15. 1000. Stop in todax!

True Value
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VGA 800X600 EGA 800X600
With
With
VGA Monitor EGA Monitor

Mona/color
Card With 14"
Mono Monitor

20MB

1349.00

1249.00

949.00

40MB

1449.00

1349.00

1049.00
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PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb memory.
80386S
Mill) 1)nel-emit
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Micro Channel architecture.IBM Mouse. 8513 Color Display. DOS 4.0.
iginiansmendit_
M icrosoft Windows/38k Wiird 5.0.** Excel,’" hlx: um!, ms Express.
hIX: Windows Manager and hl X: Windows Color. $1.199
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Please call IBM at (408)452-4190 for ordefing and/or
product inforrnation or to schedule a personal demonstration.
=== =
Financing options are available.
on

JATON CORPORATION
2391 ZANKER RD , SUITE 330 SAN JOSE, CA 95131
(408) 434-6787
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Slow growth:

Development key
in Bay Area races
I
\ otos in this altu
1 PIR I
lent outlining% ot is.000 people ousted
Nelerall councilman
Chill 111.11.0(
lohn Hurley and John Gam). both of
whom had been on the council tor
Sear, 10%1 their seats to candidates wtki
pledged slower growth and more neigh
kl SCR 11.1."1.
VOICIN elected Nick S/abo, ’manatee
Sorensen and M Goldman to the council
All three candidates blamed the cur
leased development
rent council tor
and more traffic in the \
Plungy and Gallo said development
1111lief their lelMie S1,11 managed v.ell
issue
ol
1.1%T.Rfv1(
growth in this ay 15 miles east of San
Francisco was the focus ol the cam
council
paign tor mayor aid
V% oh 12 id 22 precincts counted. the
(.14111
onl% .1( w% -gr(11111) candidate.
Brown. led three other
1111.111.111
1.1.1111 ; .2(15 %Iles

Gay Rights:

Irvine, Concord
deny protection
In \ 111
Pedlars ilie most emotional Ele%tion I ),o, ’s haute in Southern
(.’alitonua was waged here. where voters supported hy a 52.6 percent to 47.4
percent margin a measure to deny homosexuals protection under the city’s
‘.:civ II -rights ordinance that passed in
1988
The measure removes the phrase
"sexual onentat
troni Irvine’s
human -rights ordinance. which also
outlay.. discrimination based on age.
sex. religion, race. disability and man
tal status
" the community is ill have to do a
lot ot soul-wan:hung as to what it is
we’re about and whether we’re tom
nutted to human nghts." said !% la\ or
lArry Agran. strong opponent (a clic
measure that passed 11.482 votes to
10.32s.
C()NC()RI) - Residents of this
Contra Costa County c it% repealed hy a
13.438
10.514 margin a law that
makes a illegal to &criminate against
All)S % 1011111
The LISS Yea, txissed by the Contord
City Council in April The vote marks
the f Ira time a city has repealed a ga%
. anti descnnunation
Measure I) was supported 6 nun,
conservative Christian leaders who said
1.1 the law tavort.sl homosexual. and their
’ blest v le

More Taxes:

Voters split on
gaining revenues
SANTA
BARBARA
Sinitheni
Calitonna counties offered initiatives
raise laves a hall -cent on the dollar. nisi
one day alter the governor signed a bill
hisisting the tax hy a quarter cent lot
earthquake relief
S.1111.1 Barbara voters approved higher
sales taxes ti le street and 111..1 1111
phi%
transponation service.
to the disabled With all precincts re
porting. the measure %%on %). ith 32,361
yes votes. or 55 percent. and 26.484 no
votes. or 45 percent
SAN BERNARDINO
The Sall
liernanItno County measure v.on fitt.
INI. or S9 7 percent. to 45.852. or 40 2
percent. v. ith all 501 precincts moon
ing
initiative will raise $1 2 billion
tor freeway and local road projects and
development
commuter rail comdois
between los Angeles and Orange (owl
ties w ith a added sales tax
SANTA ANA
()range County
v liters turned dow n a tax increase mea
sure that would have raised $1 I billion
to widen 25 miles of the Santa ADO
freeway from six to 12 lanes. strum
rally improve bridges. secun.1 right-ot
way% tor light rail lines and added
trak trains on the los Angeles to San
Dreg() rinde

Incorporation:

Califomia has
three new cities
oters in 1 atturia ’Signet 1 ucaipa
and the Temecula -Rancho alifornia
area all do. kled hi turn
, "men,
nines into ink ornorated

Democrats surge marks a historic election
Associated Press
1 I kruglas Wilder of Virginia. cele
brating an on .year Ikmocratic surge.
claimed a razorthin breakthrough today
as the nation’s first elected black gover- precincts counted. Wilder had 889.869
nor Dav id Dinkins was elected New votes or 50 percent and Coleman had
York City ’s lirst black mayor and said 882. I 37 votes or 50 percent.
Wilder claimed victory telling jubi(AO’S had responded "with the voice of
lant supporters in the capital (il the old
hope. here and in Virginia."
people ol Virginia
I lie volatile politics ()I abortion hurl Confederacy
Oilenian did not conRepublicans throughout the campaign have spoken
and powered an election -day nightmare cede, saying. "The race is not yet
that extended to New Jersey . where over... and he would await a final. offiDemocratic Rep. James Florio re, cial count
Dinkins, like Wilder, waged J %unclaimed the governorship hir his puny
and the ’knew:rats also regained contml spoken campaign that dwelled not at all
on race. He replaces the often acerbic
01 the Assembly.
Just as significant as the pro-choice Ed Koch and will surely bring a new
political turnout was the extension of style of leadership to (iracie Mansion.
"This year vows rejected the calls of
black political success in America’s
large city halls. Led by Dinkins. blacks fear and voted with the voice of hope.
also succeeded white mayors in Seattle, herr and in Virginia." Dinkins said in
Cleveland. New Haven. Conn., and victory. "We passed another milestone
on freedom’s road...
I >Irritant, N.C.
With 94) percent of precincts counted.
’The main event of the day was in Virginia. where Republican J. Marshall Dinkins had 898.534 votes or 50 perColeman trailed Wilder by 73110 votes cent. Giuliani had 856,448 votes or 48
of more than 1.7 million cast in the percent. and two minor party candidates
unofficial, final vote count. With all divided the remainder.

Black candidates win in Virginia, New York races
Republican Party chairman Lee Atwater ()tiered the opposition a gnidging
tip tit his hat.
"These were local contests in which
the Democrats outeampaigned us and
ran hetter campaigns," said Atwater.
"My hat’s off to them. but I don’t think
it makes much difference at all with regards to the 1990 campaign
Democratic Party chainnan Ronald
H. Brown saw things differently
He called the results "a tremendously
positive sign fix us as we move into the
’90s. It gives us tremendous momentum
heading into 1990," when .16 governorships. 34 Senate seats and all 435
seats in the House are at stake.
A sweep of the governor’s races in
Virginia and New Jersey would give the
Democrats 29 of the 50 governorships.
Coleman Young, 71, won an unprecedented fifth as mayor of Detroit. defeating 40-yearold -rom Barrow. Other
mayors re-elected included Xavier Stlare/ 01 Miami who won a third term and

Kathy Whitmire who coa.sted to a fourth
in Houston.
Democrat John Daniels was elected
mayor of New Haven, becoming the
first black mayor of his majority -white
city , while in Seattle. City Councilman
Nom Rice defeated busing foe Doug
Jewett to gain a similar distinction.
()hit) state Sen. Michael R. While deteated his old mentor, City Council
President George Forties. in a bitter
contest between two black Democrats to
succeed retiring Republican Mayor
George Voinovich. The nasty tone in
Cleveland was all too typical of the
year’s canimigns.
Giuliani, a 45 -year-old former U.S.
attorney, was unrelenting in his attacks
on Dinkins. calling the Manhattan borough president "unlit" for the of lice of
mayor. But once the outcome was de-

Mayor Art Agnos and Lurie conceded defeat of Proposition P five hours
after the polls closed, although it was
mathematically possible that it could
still win.
l’he no votes totaled K6,592, the yes
votes 84,618 - 50.5 percent to 49.4
percent edge -- hut there were between
2,000 and 3,1X10 absentee ballots still to
be counted. ’that count will be made
Wednesday, election officials said.
"Those votes are not enough to make
a difference." Agnos said. "There are a
101 ttl questions about what’s next 1
don’t know. and I’m not even going to
think about it tonight.
Lune has vowed for several years
that he would move the team to another
city rather that continue playing at Can
dlestick. Ile had an option to move the
franchise as soon as next season. assum

Mon. & Tues. November 13 & 14:
Free Blood Pressure Checks & Nutrition
promotion Table
(10am -12pm) Student Union.
Wed. & Thurs. November 15 fSt 16:
Cholesterol screening 10:00am to 2:00pm
in the A.S. Chambers / Student Union.
Friday, November 17:
Nutrition and diet seminar 12 -1pm
Almaden Room Student Union.
SIR/ Student Health Advisory Committee

1000
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OJOEGI
Best prices is town
New releases weekly
Large selection
including Spanish
movies.

$6.00 $18.00 $33.00

open 7 days a week
Ilam-9pm Sun-Thurs
1 1 am- 10pm Fri -Sat

Health Awareness Week

Kate Michelman, executive director
of the National Atkirtion Rights Action
League, said Tuesday’s results pnwed
that the recent Supreme Court decision
opening the way for states to restrict access to abonion had energized prochoice voters and that "politics in
America would never he the same."

After your first 100 copies from
a single sheet original, additional
copies of that original are
Half-Price.

ing he got the approval iit other National league team owners
Ikspite Agnos’ endorsement. Propomajor blow in the
sition P suffered
wake ot the
earthquake

NW

With 99 percent of the New Jersey
precincts counted, Flono -- who twice
before lost gubernatorial races had
1,356.957 or 62 percent. Rep. James
(’ourter had 824,505 or 31( percent.

Half Off After 100

Future of Giants in S.F. uncertain
San
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Framisco Giants owner Bob I.urie said
the team will play in Candlestick Park
next year. hut he was uncertain where
the National League champs would play
in 1991, after voters said no to a new
baseball
"Candlestick Park cannot stand as a
long-tenn home to the Giants. I can say we’ll stay. at Candlestick next year, as
planned. But after that, I cannot say,"
said I.urie. City voters in Tuesday’s
election namiwly rejected a measure for
construction of a new $115 million waterfront ballpark in the China Basin section of San Franc’
"There are hundreds of thousands Id
tans who are deeply disappointed by the
outcome." said Lune. "llie Giants and
their tans now face an uncertain lunar.-

termined, Giuliani called on New Yorkers to unite behind the new mayor with
’’every prayer.
In New Jersey, Hono trounced Republican Rep James Courier to win a
governorship held by Republican
Thomas Kean the past eight years.
C’ourter never recovered Mini criticism
suffered when he tried to moderate his
strong anti -abortion position.

Prices apply to full service 81/2" x 11", 20# white

the copy center
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
Between 10th & llth St.
295-5511

259 E. William St.
San Jose, Ca 95112
(408) 294-2048
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Come teach in the

Heart of California
Join an excellent teaching staff In the

State Center Conununity College District
The Board of Trustees seeks applications lor the following vacancies:

Meth, SCIIRCI,
end Engineering Division
Botany/General Biology Instructor
Mathematics Instructor 14 positions)
Physics/Mathematics Instructor
Chemistry Instructor (2 positions)
Biology Instructor

FRESNO CITY COLLEGE
Business Division
Aicounting eel,. tor
Office Occupations Instructor
12 positionsl
Accounting/Computer Information
Systems Instructor
Business Administration/
Management Instructor
Coenseling
Counselor
Disabled Student Services
and Program Counselor
Health Arts end Sciences Division
Physical Education Instructor
Nursing Instructor
Head Baseball Coach/PE Instructor
Head Basketball Coach/PE Instructor
Dental Hygiene Instructor
Humanities Division
Developmental English Instructor
English Instructor (3 positionsl
American Sign language Instructor
Jail and Commercial Music Instructor
Art Instructor
Theatre Arts Instructor
riglish/ES1 Instructor
A represeninve form the district
win visit the campus Placement Office
and meet with pospective candidates

Friday,
November 17
9 a.m. 3 p.m.
Contact the Placement Office
leor an appointment

IF THE GEO METRO IS YOUR FIRST NEW CAR YOU CAN GET S600 TOWARDS
YOUR DOWN PAYMENT IF YOU FINANCE WITH GMAC
STANDARD FEATURES include 10 liter Single Overhead Cam engine, EFI, 4 -wheel
Independent MacPherson strut suspension, rack and pinion steering, EPA estimated

Social Science Division
Psychology/
Human Sexuality Instructor
History Instructor
Home Economics/
Fashion Retailing Instructor
Child Development Instructor
Psychology Instructor
Political Science
tor

nAPG for XF1 model 53 city 58 highway

euressasejmousesei
ite0 ete.eSft CORM] tn. Gene. rapes
1 re. SO 000 ,nee Mover to 6.1,111t,
tenns &INS isnite werfent
Ste rOu, Ot

Technical and Industrial Division
Electronics Technology Instructoi
Automotive Collision Repair Instructor
Automotive Technology/Coordinator
KINGS RIVER
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Art Instructor
English/ES1 Instructor
Developmental Skills Instructor
Philosophy Instructor
Mathematics Instructor 12 positions)
English Instructor
Child Development Instructor
810109Y/Chemistry Instructor
Journalism/English Instructor
Geography Instructor

MADERA CAMPUS CENTER
Lounselor
English Instructor
Mathematics Instructor
History/Political Science Instructor
Business Instructor
f
FRESNO
CRY COLLEGE

KINGS RIVER
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ge
Now at your nearby Chevrolet

9et together
buckle uD

<se’t V011, pert, qot.rvi

STATE CENTER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT

Get to know
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Copeland
performs
at Oasis
By Robert Louis Mallard
Daily start writer
After the release of their debut
album, Animal Logic, the trio ot former
Police drummer Stewan Copeland, bass
player Stanley Clarke, and Debrorah
Holland pert-tinned at the Oasis Nightclub November 2.
Students who attended the show had
mixed reactions about the perfomiance.
"It wits a lot of different types of
music, not just one format," Nancy
ken. senior radio television major said.
"Stewart used a lot of different styles."
"Animal Logic ha.s the most influencial players of the decade hut they tned
to sound too pop," Bret Taylor, a junior
engineenng major said. "I was expecting a lot more from them. They could
have done so much better."
"However, Stanley Clarke is the hest
bass player," Taylor said.
"As a drummer I rate Stewart a 10
:aid as a ba.ss player I rate Stanley an
I I." said Greg Camp, the lead singer of
Wire Skin and Voice. the evening’s
opening band.
For Copeland, who said he’s been
friends with Clinic for years. the idea of
putting another hand together wa.s not a
new one.
"Stanley and I had talked for some
time about putting a band together, but
not an experimental jazz thing," Copeland said. "We wanted a mainstream
hand. and to do that we needed a
singer."
But the two didn’t know what they
were looking for in a singer until they
found piano teacher Deborah Holland.
She describes herself a.s a singer with
extravagant clarity who wntes "about
normal things, approached by a different angle."
The crowd was quieted dunng Holland’s "I’m Sorry Baby (I Want You In
My. Life)." The light. melancholy jazz
ballad is the album’s most unusual
piece.
Clarke, as a solo anist, has revoluionized jazz bass playing with his re’mutably fluid and melodic style. He
las found opportunities to apply his talmis in the nx:k and pop genre.
Clarke guitar style is unique. His
playing technique resembles that of

Spending the night
with the or Stones

veiina Nurse Daily staff

photographs

Former Police-man Copeland hits the skins at Club Oasis
playing a piano rather than a guitar.
Although he’s played with artists
such as the New Barbarians and jazz
compadres like Chick Corea, Quincy
Jones and 1)exter Gordon, he’s long desired to more fully explore a band setting.
Copeland has had a diversified career
since his days with the Police.
In I9K5. his solo album, *The Rhythmatist was one of the year’s most talked
about anists. Copeland has become an
in -demand film music composer in recent years. with films like "Wall
Street." and "Talk Radio" to his
credit His fira full- fledged opera is

also set to debut this year
"Animal Logic puts on a good stage
show," said an audience member. who
only wanted to he identified as a band
manager and friend of Copeland’s.
"’They are very. unique."
"However, When Copeland’s by
himself. he’s trying to pro) e himself (as
a solo anist f. he added

By Patrick Nolan
Daffy staff writer
It was reassunng to see 46-year-old
Mick Jagger prance around wildy in
front (ff more than 6.5.(XX) people Saturday at the Oakland Coliseum, in his typical. sexually androgenous manner. performing with all the energy and about as
much subtlety’ as a sex -starved teenager.
And it was rehabilitating to see Keith
Richards, a blues -M.1 guitar icon who
has survived more than a decade of heroin injections and blixxl transfusions. he
ahle to poweffully orchestrate the
Stones through a two-hour -plus set ()I’
timeless rock and roll.
For anyone (including myself) who
may have been skeptical about the aged
Stones’s ability to mck (wer three generations of fans, any disheliever’s faith
should he restored in the world’s greatest rock and roll band.
Although Jagger looked old enough
to he the father of at least half the audi
ence, he delivered the songs with more
energy’ than any other rock singer l’%e
seen.
Many of today’s nx:k stars may he
cuter and younger. but Jagger puts them
all to shame. Wearing skin tight stretch
pants and various leather and sequined
jackets. monkey -man Jagger was violently spastic, slightly satanic. but never
lethargic. The audience responded vigorously to Jagger’s wiggle -butt taunting
and mach grabbing antics.
If Jagger wa.s the jester, then Richards was the maestri). Even with a fourman horn section, three back-up singers
and two keyboard players, Richanl set
the tempo and mood for all the songs. It
was his slash-and -groove riff work that
created the Stones signature rock and
roll sound on Saturday.
The gracefully -aging nick stars
played a plentitude of new arid old hits,

including songs f’rom their earlier days,
like "Ruby Tuesday" and "Paint It
Black," as well as songs from their latest "Steel Wheels’’ album. They even
managed to squeeze in two of Richards’compositions.
"Happy"
and
"Walk Before They Make Me Run."
Other old favorites included "Sympathy For The Devil," which created a
demonic feeling over the crowd; "Give
Me Shelter,’ marathon blues-nx:ker

"Midnight Rambler." as well as the
countryllavored "Dead Flowers" and
"Brown Sugar. ’
Jagger alluded sympathetically to the
damage of last month’s eiuthquake. saying how bad the Stones felt about the
destruction, and coinplimented the Bay
Area for their "compassion."
He then dedicated the next song,"Stuck Between A Rock And A Hard
Place," to a wildly cheering audience.
The dedication might have heen in
slightly had taste because of the allusion. hut the Stones did donate $500,0(1) to earthquake relief. and the audience didn’t seem to mind.
Despite cnticisms of the obvious.
overblown gaudiness of the show, the
Stones managed to musically transcend

His solos have been described as kwdenng on Ian and rock. a rare type of
theme not which rode the underground
rails Ullt Jeff Reck popularized it

SALESPEOPLE
OF THE WEEK

Revived Seagulls flock to San Jose
Hy Tony Alereado
Daffy staff writer
()n Saturday. A Flock ot Seagulls,
one of the premier syntho-new wave
hands of the early KO’s. will he perbirniing at the Cactus Cluh as pan of its new
nationwide tour
Only one menther remains from the
onginal band. Guitarist Paul Reynolds,
bassist Frank Maudsley and drummer
Ali SCOM ChOSe 10 leaxe the group soon
after the relea.se of its third album. ’The
Story of a Young Heart...
"I’ve put together a new hand now .’
said lead singer, Munder. producer. and
chief songwriter Ivlike Score. "You’ll
eser.
hear the hits sounding as good
but people at our shows will hear some
fresh sounds. too. when we play our
new matenal.’’
A Flock of Seagulls burst upon the
music scene when modem rock was becoming increasingly popular across the
country.
With the release of their self entitled
debut album. which sold over a million
copies. the group becan)e one of the
most popular bands of the year
The rec()rd included the top 10 single

Ran
the (mammy award w inning
instrumental. "D.N.A.’’. and the top
30 single "Space Age I Awe Song"
(’urrently . the hand’s biggest hits are

For outstanding work on
the Downtown Section.

chronicled in the album. Hie Best oi
A Flock of Seagulk"
Opening for A Flock will he Norman
Sexton and Aztecs in Manhatten

SPARTAN

the capitalistic trappings of their mulbmillion dollar stage show: a five story,
futunstic. machine -like stage, complete
with enough lights and la.ser beams to
light up all of Oakland.
The set also included stage-sized inflatable cancatures of women that came
to life as they broke into"Honky Tonk
Woman," and a grand finale of fireworks that concluded their first and only
encore.
True. this sort of pompous display ot
wealth and ohnoxmus bravado probably
offended some fans, but the Stones
could have played in the parking lot and
they still would have mcked as hard.
The grandiosity of their performance
only reaffirmed their devil-may-care attitude toward what their critics think
about them. It WIL% a slap in the face to
those who scoff at their wealth. Typical
Stones.
Their pertormance pawed that not
only do the Stones have the talent and
the stamina to play as long and as hard
as they did, but also showed their appeal to he almost universal.
Middle-aged parents. most likely fans
of the Stones in their younger years,
danced with their children in the aisles.
Even people that looked much older
than the Stones rocked the best way
they knew how: with florescent ear
plugs.

DAILY

SPARTAN

Stewart WU% able to rile up the crowd
with his drum solos.

Many of today’s
rock stars may be
cuter and
younger, but
Jagger puts them
all to shame.

nonica ’Torres 8Q
Lauri ..4.dachi

DAILY

ARTIST
OF THE WEEK
Excellent production
on the Downtown
Section, and overall
artistic support.
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GIANT KILLERS
When nationally ranked volleyball teams
come to Spartan Gym for a match, they
usually find the going a bit rough. Ask #3
Long Beach State, #7 Stanford and #11
Cal Berkeley--they all fell to our Spartan
Womens Volleyball team. Don’t you just
love it... Who’s next?
Spartan Volleyball looks to upset national
powers...
#1 Hawail--Fri. & Sat., Nov. 10 & 11

go.

*

+

+

+

Here
- Schedules are
.
,
t
4..
Get Yours at Continuing Education, ADM 107
ok at the Stuaent Union itnfoirmitimirCehtee
-

#4 Pacific--Tues., Nov. 14
4

Student Prices: $2.00
All games at 7:30pm in Spartan Gym.
Heather McPherson -photo by Ron Pi tett

Look for our "serve for prizes" contest.
For more information call 924 -FANS

Registration Ifegritits
1

t
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Grad creates ’Paradise’

Prize winning author
to speak on campus
III) Patrick Nolan
Daily stan writer
Pulitter prim winning author William
Styron, known for his hest -selling novel
"Sophie’s Choice," will he on campus
next week to give a public reading of his
works and participate in a an open
group discussion.
Styron’s tv.o-clay visit is the second
of lour appearances in a major author
senes sponsored by SJSU’s newly es
tablished Center for Literary Ans.
Styron will participate in a gmup discussion with students and the [ken ot
Humanities and Arts John Crane, who
is the author of a critical work on Styron’s fiction entitled "The Root Of All
il-The Thematic Unity of William
Styron’s Fiction...
"We are not only fOrtunate enough to
said
have Styrim come 10 OUr
Alan Soldi sk y (1.A director and pro
fessor of Implish. "hut also to have the
leading critical writer (Crane) of Styron’s work speak with him."
Although " Sophie s Choice’ has
earned Styron great commercial sucess
(two years on the New York Times hest
seller lists). according to Soldolsky.
Styron is "one ol the greatest contemporary novelists in the English language

because he is a true artist.’
Slymn gained critical recognition in
yin, with his pullitter prim winning
’’The Confessions of Nat
Turner .
lbe novel presents what Styron calls
"the most compelling theme in the history of our time...the catastrophic propensity. on the pan of human beings to
attempt to dominate one another.
Crane, who v. ill lead the discussions
with Styron, said that the author’s
works reflect just those themes.
"Such things as human slavery. parental domination. and Nati extermination camps seem. in Stymn’s work, to
emerge from this one ma.ssively destructive human urge... according to a biog
raptly on Styron written hy Crane.
Sty ron’s visit will include the group
discussir in in the Umunhum room of the
Student t !mon on Wednesday at 2 psni.
The discussion will he t011owed hy a
screening of the film "Sophie’s
Choice," introduced by the author at
3:00 p.m. of the same day.
Styron will give readings ot his
works on Thursday at 8 p.m. in SJSl.-s
Music Concert Hall. located in the
Music Building.
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Nutiendorts Daily stall photographer
Former S.IS1 student -turned entrepreneur Bob Simpson, CO-OR Ilier of Paradise Beach, sits among the beach props at the dovintow n club
By %liehelle smith
patty stati writer
When Bob Simpson was a business
student al SIS I . he wasn’t very active
in the s aniptis social Ille
"I guess I was really involved in my
studies.’ said Simpson.
lila all that has changed now. and
ironically three and a halt years after
Ins
SitlIps011 IS
the middle
ot the sik1.11 %CCM. at SJSC Ile is the
co-owner ol Paradise Beach. .1 night lull located on North San Pedro Street.
Paradise Beach. which resembles the
submanne ride at lbsney land. draws
large crowds during the week and is
pedlars hest -known by the SJSU student ’,rids tor a marketing feature that is
Simpson’s claim to lame:Kamikati
Thursdas
rhe
%cm old Simpson seems to
personify the image
a contident
treprenuer
idea to market a drink
special began when he became the
owner tit the night,. Iiih 1..A Rocks in
(.aiiipbell. shortly alter his graduation
Ile saki
nom SIM
Siillitson said that %%hilt. as the owner

of L.A. Rocks, he "really tapped into
the college crov.d at SJSU I made Kamikati Thursday and the response was
unbelievable...
The move to downtown San Jose and
the concept of Paradise Beach began in

Profile
1988, and the club made its debut ill
August ot the same year.
Simpson’s intention was. to crettte a
casual atmosphere. he said.
"1 v.ant people to he able to come
here from the beach. and from the
solthall games and from the symphony ,’ Simpson said.
Simpson’s pursuit of a career in the
nightclub business is surprising, even to
’1111% is especially true since his
business concentration at SJSU v..as international marketing
"I guess that I am pretty far from
that." he toked. hut then his tone
shifted. and he added: "But I have no
regrets either
Simpson. who attended a high school

in Atlanta. also has no resenations
about placing his roots in San Jose.
He transferred to SJSU from the Ilniversity of Georgia in 1981 , and has also
lived in New York, Chicago, and kis
Angeles during his lifetime.
"1 am never going to leave this
place." Sinipson said. w ith a certainty
"I have
that char:it:tented his
cspi.rjr.nced southern hospitality, hut I
find it much more so out here."
ilis decision to remain in the area
means more business sentures.
Simpson and his partners have plans
to open a new club in the spring of 1990
called Tremors.
Simpson explained that the new club
v..111 cater to a slightly more upscale
crowd than at Paradise Beach. and that
the popular watering hole Margaritaville
has leased the space on the hottoni Born
of the Santa Clara Street building for the
new club.
There are also plans to bring Paradise
Beach to Sacramento and possibly into
San Diego and Chico in the !inure.
Despite his % ary ing business interests. Simpson still teels very strongly

Grad puts music where the mouth is
Jill Ici.aughlin
Daily start writer
A new dimension in phone messages
has been s reined hy an SJSI’ graduate
He calls it I elecarxis
messages are like cants. but instead in amving through the mail. they
are sem er the phone
"I need sou alw ass by RI) Side
1011.1e Ille Ole tor me," is only pan 01
ons of illr messages people can order to
send to someone The song is act ’unnamed by hak kground music followed bs

’My friends dug it so
much. I thought there
could be a service in
this.’
Rickey.
Pat

Telecards creator
a shim personal message lett by the cm,
miner
idea for I elecards comes from
Pat Ris kes . a 198h SJSI’ graduate v. ith
a degree in music All of the songs used
tor the messages are Rickey s original
wntien hy his
composition% v.
ly
!Num.’. Kenneth Berry
Ma Santis ot styles
I he \Ong’. t
roll birthday tunes
including risk
and country western love song% They
Noe been six% tally mixed tor the phone
sound designer tor
by Tinitii
the Colt: 1 ight Opera
A customer can call jelecards and
can custom order any type of message
they want to send. trom birthday greet
mg+ hi marriage proposals
procedure for Telecards starts
with the customer telling the operator
what time he or she v.ould like to send
the illessagC Then the type of message
is selected along ith the music. and the
customer leases a %MCC 111CSSitga! at the
end ot the sone
%elections then which
The riser
customers can chixise are short hut one mat. and the sound ot the music has a
louder and more distinct quality than

usual phone messages because they art!
Mark specifically trwr the phone
Rickey said he got the idea tor Telecards trom his tnends He used to call
his Mends and !amity up hen someone
had a hinhday and would play the piano
and sing into the phone
"My tnends dug it so much, I

thought there could he a semi::: in
this... Rickey said.
He shined I:silently:ming v.ith mixing songs on his computer. and shonly
after he created his osvii business
The amusing aspect of the sell ice are
the personals. like when people ask Mr
a date, Rickey said
-

vqvi
ports

lia1:11Alt

11/1 RI01
SroT 5rattT
903 E. EL CAMINO. MTN VIEW, CA (415) 968-4650

REESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of
FinanClal Ald Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholorships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing OW! SIO billIon in private sector
funding
Many scholarship. we given to students boned on their academic interests.
cereer plans lamily heritage and place of residence

There s money available for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokeni
otc
Results GUAFIANTEED

For A Free Brochure

MAC & PC
RENTALS

sl

Pulitzer Prize -vs inning author %1

iv
111%1_1

SIN ron

KSJS top 10 play list
ACCORDING ’TO TITI.E AND ARTIST
I ."Head Like a
- Nine Inch
Nails
2."The Line Between the Devil*.
Teeth" - Peter Murphy
3."Yetior An ill Noise
4."Never Be Mille. - Kate Bush

5."I’ve Clot to Make Sense" - Die
Wartau
6."Crav.
- Controlled Bleeding
7."Gnnd" Sturm Group
8." Voice of Hell’. SA 42
9."Blues Fmni Gun’ - Jesus and
Mary Chain
10."Consolidated" - Consolidated

THALARM

If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...
FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES
10/ student discount

539 S. Murphy

DISCOUNTS ON TEAM AND GROUP PURCHASES

(800) 346-6401

about providing for the students at
SJSU.
"I cater to them," he said. "I want
to give them good value and a fun place
to go.’’
Most of Simpson’s time to have fun
is dunng the day, and his free time is
spent weight -lifting, boxing and water
sports. When in Georgia. Simpson won
the state amateur middleweight championship ’Our times, hut he thinks he’s
too old tor that now .
In fact. he belleses that someday he
may (+mews% the nightclub business.
"1 don’t want to he 411-45 years old
with my shin unbuttoned and gold
challis hanging out." he said with a
laugh. "The first time that I buy a girl a
dniik and she calls ine’sir. Fin done."
As tor the nicknames that his club
has retained by SJSU student% - names
like "Parasite Beach." "Sp:index Beach"
and "Builho Beach"’!Well. he laughs
those oll. too.
"When they. stop talking about it.
then its time to get worried." Simpson
said. "They just make me smile."

& Special Guests
12th 8pm
Nov.
Sunday,
Doors Open 7pm
San Jose State University’s
Student Union Ballroom

Tickets:
Students 512/Advance. Si4i Day of Show
Gerwmal $141Advanca $161Dov of Show
Dal:seat all BASS outlets &
She AS, Business Office

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945

THE SOUTH BAY’S VOLLEYBALL
AND ACTIVEWEAR STORE
10% OFF WITH STUDENT I D

CALL
ANYTIME

it;

lilb: 924-6227 or 924-6260
Funded by Associated Srucien.

Sunnyvale

The Future’s
So Bright...
We Gotta
Wear Shades.
Learn Why...

A

Wei

998- us,"13211

1E3

San Jose Slate University
Recreation & Events Center Arena
4

Get face to face with Spartan
I3asketball. Meet Head Coach
Stan Morrison and reserve your
seats for season tickets.

A

Friday, November 10th at 3:00pm
Recreation & Events Center Arena
Tickets for students are only $32.00.
You must pay for your seats the same day.
Each student with I.D. (no exceptions) may
reserve two seats. Pay by cash. Visa.
Student
MasterCard, or check--first come, first
Sections
served. Line up at the main entrance to the
are 14-19
Arena floor on the ground level. Get a coupon
good for one free admission for either the Nov. 13th. or
Nov. 21st exhibition games in the Spartan Gymnasium.
For more information call 924-FANS
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Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

Growing up on sounds of music
I grew up on music, a.s I’m sure
many others have.
From my humble nursery -school
days, when we had our daily sing -along sessions, through grade school. violin kssons and more sing-a -longs. to
chorus in high school, to niday, with
my coverage of the music department.
and our occasional Spartan Daily SingAtAwigs, I have been constantly surrounded by music.
Even a.s a humble nursery -school kid.
&veloped an awareness for what the
popular mmgs of the day were. I can remember playing my parents’ old 45’s
over and over until the record needles
broke.
As I grew older, I developed an avid
interest in the "Top 10." I was always
anxious to know what the most popular
songs of the week would be, and I
kioked fonvard to the airing of the
weekend.s countdown shows.
At one point in m my life, I even
wanted to be a disc jockey, so I could
’’spin those discs." just as I did when 1
wa.s younger, only this time, I could
make a living at it.
Even a.s a university stu&nt, I still
like to keep up with the Top 10. I am
just Lei anxious as always to find out
how my favorite songs are doing.
What follows is a recent list of the top
ten pop hits in the country. and my impressions of those songs.
"Rock
10.
WieCha"--Bobby
Brown: I like this one. It has a mxithing
feel to it, very relaxing and romantic.
Another hit fmm Brown’s smash LP.
9. "Didn’t I Blow Your

Mind" --New Kids on the Block:
another slow, soothing number. I
ularly like the use of "falsetto"
throughout the song. Songs such
bring out the romantic in anyone

\11
I Tan IT itfilf
7)1( Geer AMPF37145
Pit 11.140.15’,0100 5/14W

peribmiing it, and I had just as much
fun listening to it.
5. "Ilse Way ’That You Love Me" Paula Abdul: Okay, I admit it! I like
Paula Alxiul! A fellow Daily staffer
broke into hysterical laughter as he tned
to say her name, but I’ve grown fond of
her music. This dance -flavored number
in the mode of "Miss You Much"
shouldn’t have any troubk moving
’straight up" to the top.
4. "Blaine It On the Rain" --Milli
Vanilli: Are they ntppers. or are they
singers’? Listening to this number, along
with this group’s previous hits, I was intrigued the group’s style of using raplike phrasing in a melodic manner similar to singing.
3. "Cover Girl" --New Kids on the
Block: I’ve heard almost everything
they have done so far, and I’ve liked
what I’ve heard. ’This number, with it’s
catchy hook. dnving beat and impressive guitar work, only gives me one
more reamm to ke these guys.
2. "Listen to Y our Heart"--Roxette:
A slow song with a rock flavor. Everything about this song; the instrumentation, the lyrics, and the strong female
vocals, impressed me. This one is &finitely worth a listen.
I . "When I See You Smile" --Bad
English: Here’s another slow rocker, romantic with a positive inessage. The
lead voi:als stmck me as emotional,
compa.ssionate, like the singer really
meant what he was singing.. The guitar
solowas also impressive.
Vincent T. OtIdo is a Daily staff
writer.

Here’s
particvocals
as this

Vincent T. Oddo
H. -Sowing the Seeds of Love" Tears for Fears: Many people say this
one is reminiscent of some of The
Beatles’ later numbers. I agree. because
the song’s melixiy, lyric phrasing. and
instrumentation reminded me of the
Beatles’ "Sgt. l’epper"/"I am the Walrus" periotl. It’s sound is a little unusual, but makes for a gotx1 song.
7. "Miss You Much" --Janet Jackson: ’This one has a good heat, a catchy
melody, and it’s great to dance to. How
could you not love Ms. Jackson? I like
it!
6. "Love Shack" --The B -52’s: Fnim
the folks who gave the %odd "Rock
Lobster" nearly a decade ago, here
comes another perky. danceabletune.
Listening to this one, I could sense that
everyone playing on the song had fun

90001,

SLAP _
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Aaron Malchow

Funhouse

VI

yta. go faster!
want to
f root:tun,
sound !miner!

14’a _Li.

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

46

was convicted on Sept. 20 of 13 murders, five attempted murders, I I sexual
assaults and 14 burglaries. The jury’s
recommendation that he he sent to the
gas chamber was affinned by the trial
judge Tuesday.
"It’s really the story of the investigation," said Martinez, who also ha.s a
starring role on NBC"s "Santa Barbara."
He also co-stars with Meryl Streep,
Roseanne Barr and Ed Begley Jr. in the
feature film "She Devil." He plays
Streep’s gigolo.

AVON.

Buy or .11 Call me today
llocel Avon Rep) & I will send

book to your home or buseneM
SHP. specter. to. everyone
Share the book wIth tamely. coworker. & friends A receive up to
50% off on your own order. Thank
you Alm. good peri-hme income
for the holiday. CMI JANE al 251
5642
BULIMIA?
Free Treatment with medicetion
offer. in Stanford keedical C. Nor Study

Dr

Elise Roseiter at

1415)723.5866
NEED

MEDICAL

port & eell-help ivho. mernter
hove been effected by psychietrk

NOW. Find the ONE Mat trying
to find YOU,, (415) 976-46213 le
ooly $2

toll,

any

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning al 10 45 AM el
Campus Christian Cool., 10th &
San C.o. For more infonnellon
mbout ecttattle., call Rev

Norb

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lots of love to gi. Cali any time
289-1371

INSURANCE?

You

no Mention pixy.. ceN

Mork Fla

Ice 1408) 943-9190 SJSU Alumni
since 1965

roots, union organizing dealroble
yr
EOE Starting se 119.950
Calla. fleeter. 2160-061 1

imnship

100%

re

educellon

445 VARIAN
BABYSITTER NEEDED SJSU more.sot needs occasional care for 9
ono son Clem to cernpus.54 ho
$10 min

924-

References prof

PLAN

Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
and money too Cleortnes end of.
fice vislls id no charge For brochure see A S Office (Stud..
Heolth Centel or call 14001 37161111 in Son Jose

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION-GOV’T seized VEHICLES

BASKETBALL COACHES needed for
Jr nigh Both girls end boys
teems eveilable SAM , .11 1167.

Hanle Nannies 175 Son Ant.lo
Rd . Suite 112. Lo. Allw. CA (415)
1149-2,13

from $100 Fords. Mercedes, tooted.. Chevy.
Guk.

Surplu. Buyers

1-602413168465.

eat

A4250
NEED A CAR? My specialty le working
with young people end their first
auto porch.* Coil Woody Edmimeo. Frontlet Ford-241.1800
$5 IROC be 303 TPI loeded. 71K. runs
greet. need. detailing CaN Dere
st 292.7962
COUPE CONVERTIBLE. 5 sod. 54K
mile*. Mehl 2, rune
looks good.
$1 250, call M-271114

’75 DATUM 11210 New Mos & wen’
dwelt work $650 obo.call TIM et

COMPUTERS
WE BUY IC’. MEMORY & COMPUT
ERS! New or used. voe don’t core,.
Cell OCTAVE SYSTEMS GAM4 30PM (404) 9416-6427 -CASH 2 U
DIRECT!

FOR SALE
ATTENTION 030VT HOMES from SI (U
dope. DeMpsent tax propedy
RePoereireelone Cell
MU, sit 13.12S0

I 402436-

.y
sted

CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
mewled at Mc& oseldentel
for young aclufts &

with when & Waled dima
betties FT A PT poetic.. eysil
116-$6.2Shr

Call

(408)

446-3963.
. Mo.
DELI SANDWICH MAKER,
Frl 10 30 AM-I 30 PM. 11 30 *MSan
Jorie
I 30 PM 152 N 3rd St .
SHIFT

DINNER

end

WAITRESS

Cali Mac or Joann at (4081 Nr69711
week P T Our
EARN SOO to $400
how
tuN
eem
telernerimlen
money in port lime hours wIth the
Bee Aree’s present WwMew
promotion See whet computerized deling cen do. Gueronteed
eatery, plus bonus Call C J no./
.1 (4011) 72/.0447
EARN

SETS!! BEDS!. NEW!
Tern eel 1179.
gel US, queen
reed $139, king ord $179 You get

MATTRESS

both please! Bunkted. SITS. 5
Pc befroom set S198 De. $74,
dreeeere $79, chests $46, b.f.... dellveyn /415) 7460900
MEW MATTRESS SETS. $69 up to king
koll, 11 Wee ell elm S-23 yo
*enemy Fromm 11410dbOerds
Mc Everything wet For Info call
441.0521

S500

PIP
MAWR Serd

VOW 4^40.40.
eNgeddreseed.

Warmed
R

O’NEAL. PO Box 3716.5.

cep, N Par
EXECUTAN IS NOW HIRING tor alf
shMs In MI locabons Sales xpe,..eveg
Am. In person
20966B Herneeleed Reed. Cupertino (WhInd McDonekTer or coN
LISA at M160600
TED.,STATI

&

CIVIL

$111,037411111.406

SVC.JOBSt

Mom.

HIrtne

row ens casi (ReMndeble) 3116486-31111.M.F-406Fed.Prell

GREEK
TO MY SPECIAL AOT Pledee 1.4.11MY
Dwell your cede. dance. Ire
going to by greet
Lo. Always Your TAU

HELP WANTED
ORGANIZER

Send your name & eddrees to AI
Amide. 22$ Duncan. Apl 202.
San Frenci.o. C 94131 to ger
your poet... peed Christmes sur

kitchen helper Lunch shIfIbusperson MINATO JAPANESE CU.
SINE, San .kme JAPANTOWN

267-3644

ACTIVIST

VOLUM.
RESEARCH
CHRISTMAS
TEERS NEEDED, DM you live In
Europe loom birth ro age 10?

Starting

’71 CHEVY 6 oyl, sc. cruise control
nu Wok.. muffler battery
$1100to (415)723-1640 323-70711

with

under -

offer flexIbte hours and days
Base prey is IS per hour Mu.
montMy bonus To arrow. an interview. plea. coli De. el (4040

CAMPUS NEWSPAPER DELIVERY, SS hr SAM-10AM Monday End. Call KATHY el $24.32T7

FED. STA’, & CIVIL SVC 30116,
S16037489.406 Inmedlele Ming
your Wee Cell (refundable) 1-5113
4663611, est F404 fOr Faded. Net
Veber
WANTED!
Creamery. liNpRee. 15 minute.
frorn SJSU. Fledble hours 6 fere

FOODURVERS

Your

RAY BANS
SKI OPTICS
I W. excellent prices and. Moe.
inyeotory of Ray Ben and Sti
Opric gunplay.. I will dell..

ADOPT1ON COUPLE w adopted 3 yr
old wok newborn Meet us-de-

NUTURING
COUPLE
won. to shower newborn w love
pold Coll collect (916) us-

CATHOLIC

Conte

Werntown deetinetions

Class N

Amon. nowt. (We Pill ...let)
CoMect Sob Sreith et M-1141
FOR ENGINEERING meters
only Belmont book publisher NM
Sob perfect for
terw’orary

WORK

Motor een1or red engineer (Mira
weleversed In .eneering fund.
Wo
Approdowlety
reeMeN
monde of wort startiop oridlore.
times .0 hours negotteble Per.
fed If you are Wring Whiter pure.
W off Profeeelonel Pubecattons,
irk Ask for Lout.. (415) 6196

competitive

fetes

4011 S

savings

Sth St . (408) 947.

Let me pentwInently remove your unwonted hair (chin,
PPM( tummy. mouSteche. etc
Won.

15% discount to istuderne end IM
silty Cali before December 31,
1989 end get your Mot WWI al 1 2
price ’Unwonted H. DIsapperes
WIth My Cane
Ovien Cheer..
R E
ve

any

559-3500
C

1645 S Beacom
WO Today Gone To-

LATE WTI SERVICE GROUP
ALEOAL SERVICES

LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT??? Jo.

ors-uus

We the hottest
wey M meet MI land. of people
wr VOICE MAIL BOXES yw

PAR.
PRO

PER"and Form ServIc.
help

legal prices

Legal
Wills di

puncluerion grornme eseletance
All WOril guaranteed! Call PAM

wks. 610 PM

TRAVEL
now,

Call MARY ANN al ANN’s

gremmar spelling puncruation

reports. dIseedshoos.
Nit. wknds
OK

Rcomel. 7 deY reopen. PRO
CESS IT WRITE w1th Pam el 14041
260.1921

Exp

proloesione

by reports

15 years experience

Close to carrwus

Feet

SERVICING

procemIng

word

Mmes. report. of all kinds Stu
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Movie on Night Stalker case in works
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Playing fic- lemo, another detective.
tional isolice n)les on television is one
"I’ve played other cops on ’Police
thing, but there’s an added responsibil- Story’ and on "The Whiz Kids,’" said
ity in portraying a real -life detective. Martinez. "It’s just different when it’s
says actor A Martinez, who stars in someone you get to meet and form
NBC’s "Manhunt: Search for the Night opinions of. It puts a responsibility on
Stalker.’’
you. It’s difficult to uphold when the
Martinez, who was born Adolph hut piece is not a character study.
shortened his name to A. appears in the
"I found myself wishing I could exmovie atiout the killer who terrorized pand on a scene so I could show more
California between March and August of the man. ’
19X5. He plays Gil Carrillo, a &tective
"Manhunt: Search for the Night
for the Los Angeles County sheriffs de- Stalker" will he telecast Sunday. It ends
panment. Richard Jordan is Frank Sa- with the arrest of Richard Ramirez. who
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News

Hunger

From page 1

s,1%c
111011C1,11\ 1.1011.111olls
11111 Ille
e%elli N Ill he tor
Sisk! !ism’. to
warded. .1..osding
Oxfam
411 international orga
ni/taion that IUlkl% SCII kelp LICNCI
%Mid
OpIllelll prow. t. around
I hIS IN not supposed to he a guilt
nip. said Sislel 1141,111
\1e
1S,1111 lo 111%11e slULIC111%
!elite Illillgel hv giving them .1
111,1 11.11111 Int/01011.e N1111
SI1C
added
k e pi, keit the week beton!
be.ause of the signal
1 liarik.giv
(am.. ol film da. in the Loniniunii. and
to voke our prionnes to elected olli
Lials "
Several stuilent tugani/ations will be
parti.ipating and helping during the

Center

From page 1

1 (+nix\ io maim’ a student inoiate.1
11111 lealliniime the !win 01 \ S Isiaids
in ilie CS1’ sv stein to retain legal .otin
ot his 0111,... 101(1 the
reimeseniat
nine
1).111. at
rim be. arise Pettis and Ins stall mem
beis feared a gubernatorial ..1!) of the
they comuleie.1 tomening tlie hill
to a uuni legislative resolution, winch
would not require tlw governor’s signa
Rue pAssetl, 0,1111.1,1Is 10Id 111C 1).111 III
1 he iestiltition st,ts lex iewed
mince 111Is sl1111111t1, .111t1 possible p,is
sage IS .4111 pending. legisl.iiiv otlit
said

King

From page 1

1 lido the agieement. the trial will re ’s S.1111.1 Oki/ courtroom
lo
v ’wk.. non. .1..ording to court
alto
recoids
1 lien a inisinal is declared in California. ’he plc,’ who presided over the
original trial cannot conduit the subseaccording 10 state law
quent
’Ike venue lunge toi ion selection
will allow Kelsay io preside
Neither the prosecution nor the de tense would cominem on why the extra
Mort %kits being Illatie 10 11:11C KCIS,1
pleside
Ilowever. the change is contingent on

Susie Salminen. Irom the Inter -Rem den! Ilall Association. will he .0mM
riming the food drive in the 1).111, an.1
Spartan Village and will also supervise
the Nov It) Break -the Fast Meal, Celebration. to he held from 7 to 9 p m
the Dining Commons. Anis% from Joe
\Nest Hall
Foot! collected through the camwd
goods drive will he donated to San Jose
food shelters. Salminen added
Last . ear thingertest
.4,
,ie
nificant ho.atese it VIA, OtlI 111,1
She ’,lid.
but earlier planning and more
01,24111/.1lioll Ate definitely going to in
cause the !espouse ibis

Belli Lemke, publicity uirecio! tor
the A...muted Student Program Board,
will palm mate lx.s. Anse she think. iliai
even though sliklents are exposed
poverty and hunger 411 the 11I1W, "Ne
sel .11Ide :1 eek
11t! more
11:1t!
aware 01
The A S Program Board will he co
sponsoring the Nov. lb noon concert
which will leature Rohm Flower and
Libby !stet...reit and vvill he held in the
Smitten’ ’Mum Ampluthemet

S.11111Inell Aided
.olunteered
at the end of last .eat
with many
mho student groups
’’llus is an excellent way lor people
to get involved. Salinmen said while
t1111.111sillg Ille 1’11.11s 111.111gellesl

Othei student orgainiations that will
help dun up Lie
I ,eekt,inp eent
hide
campu, Dent., kik. the Cailioh. New
man
Ille I "1110111k Student
ASSOC1,1111111. Ihe HI1111:111 Resource Assotiation. the Lutheran (’.iiiipus Ministi KS’S. Spartan Shop.. the Student
Calitoinia I
III:IN V0.01.1.111,111. the
hilted Campus Christian Nlinistry and
the \ omen’s Resource Centel

Jammers

Smoking

From page 1

From page 1

Glasnost comes to
Soviet photocopiers

French fries and
$40 withdrawal
ANAHEIM, Cali! I AP)
lite newest combo at CarTs
lest:arrant. features fast fotx1 and
instant money With one stop.
you can get a burger. fries and 40
bucks
Diners al Carl’s Jr. fast food
restaurants will soon he able to
pay lor their food tare with auto
!mow teller machine cards, com
pany ollicials announced l’ues
day .
Vour hundred Carl’s in California will he outfitted with A-rm
machines. said Bob Altnian. vice
presitlent tor management information systems at Carl Karcher
Enterprises headquarters here

Officials free
use of machines

nng to the amount of money SUBOD
could spend soliciting advertisers for an
tx.riod (Winne
The hoard passed a mimosa! at as
Oct 24 meeting allowing Eric Chandler
illId SIULIC111 tl111011 Director Ron Barrett
to negotiate. anti for Barrett to sign. advenising contracts without hoard approval, as long as they do not involve ads
for alcoholic beverage,.

I’m concenied
St 4101) signed the contract on Friday and sent it to Conese*. office for
1 !nal execution. Santandrea said
mow signed the contiact uesda..
011 Ihe ee OI the Jaminmers season
opener 1\ednesday night. in v. hi. they
laced the So. wi National liampronship
1C11111 Ille
leM1S 01 the agreement would he
put to the test at Wednesday
said Cortese
"All theory will he reality and in
practice tonight." Conese said helore
the game "W e’ll have a chance to
work out the bugs ’’

who doe% sports maiketing, and all this
information w help the butt] make a
decision
At online to Murillo, the presenta
I"’11 (laic "I Dec S ’eI‘c‘ I"" l’ImP""es
tot corporate
The !twirl veal
I. and
sponsorships bey iris Jan
SI 11101) must make final de. ision he
tore that !Lae. he said
added
Murillo said after Tuesday’s meeting
that the Iasi St 11(1O meeting 01 the lall that some clients have expressed interest
semestei is Ikc. 17, giving the hoard in the arena advertising, hut no contime to leach a consensus beton. the end tracts have been signed.
of the term
He added that several hrewenes have
" rhere come, a point when the cost been in contact with Eriorhandler re(if getting ad.,
exceeds the reve- garding ad signage. Murillo chose not
s 1,
ietei 1111111e the companies specificall.
floe ill."

the rotors being able to he transported
between the two counties because High
way 17, the main thorintrittate between
the counties, has been decimated by the
recent eanhquake. Kelstiy stated in the
court record.
The change of trial venue also de
pends on the appnwal til Ille
MC111 hy Santa Clara Count.
ials.
according to the Salmi Cru/ coma. dis
trio attorney’s till ice
Presiding Santa Clara County Sup..
nor Court Judge Conrad Rushing must
e the change (it \mule. hut he has
riot re.eived the ne......av documents.
ac.okling to the Ridge’s oil i.e
1 lie mi. selection date 11.1. not heen

Med flies found in Mtn. View
SACR \11-.N11) (API The state
reported W ednesday the discovery tit
bko ierole male Mediterranean fruit
llies in Mountain View ,
’thin one quartet mile of those found in Septem
her.
Tik. rind, in September triggers...1 an
aerial inalaillion neatinent over an area
ol I I square miles.
The state Ikpartment of Food and
Agriculture said the new firid would not
necessarily tngger new pesticide treat
merits Hui the depailment’s statement
said the. ma. mino. pers1111111011 pickers
in particulai

"YOU’LL LAUGH AND YOU’LL CRY.
JACK LEMMON IS SHEER BRILLIANCE,

led Damon has no er been better and 01111pia Dukakis outdoes her role in Nloonst ruck: "

Santa Clara County Agricultural
C’onimissioner Greg Van Wassenhove
was quoted as saying many residents of
the area .ile no, "’are 01;11 11 Is Illegal 10
move hint Iron their yards
He said the seasonal popularity (it
persimmons is drawing many pickets
into the area. "A gift of infested back
yard Innt i% no gift at all." Van Wassenhove said.
But he said there is no danger if the
persimmons are processed into mice,.
tams or baked goods.

P.if 1/W (API
Sos leis long
,onsidered photocopiers as dangerous
as guns in explosives. and police strictly
regulated their use. Now, authonties say
wiird -processing technology
makes their job impossible anti they
out.
I lie Interior Ministry. responsible tOr
is ice and la,A. entOrcement. intends it)
ielinquish control over the purchasing.
ix issess ton and I tilICI it in ing .* of duplicating and copying equipment. the govdaily
I/.estia
ernment
repiirted
Wednesday night.
"W’ith the help tit computers. one
can publish . an entire newspaper. and
this in any number of copies," 1,/vestia
quoted V. Vaslichenko. the Interior
Slinistry official ill charge of policing
the use ot copiers, as saying.
"It’s impossible to control this pro\ Wean.. And 1114ifellVer. do
CeS‘.
%e need lit?"

Vaslichenkti’s remarks reflect the relaxed official attitude toward access to
technology that could reproduce literary
or politi. %ltIrk
11, Siaie
og.. and toward lice! sell expression in
general.
Limiting citizens’ abilities to broadcast their views has been a Soviet obsession since the days of I rnin. As 1/vestia
noted. soon alter the Communists look
power in 1917, even typewriters had to
he registered vvith authorities. and that
requirement wits only recently. lilted.
In another sign ol change under President Mikhail S. Ciorbachey, a proposed
law. on the press being considered by. the
legislature outlaws state censorship and
orders governmental bodies to answer
questions posed hy reponers.
hider amen! regulations. the purchasing. installation and use of almost
any duplicating equipment in the Soviet
Union requires the ministr.’s "special
permission. livestia said.
Inside the minisii.. about 1 OE inspectors police copiers and duplicating
equipment. the paper said. It wryly
noted they work in ministry division

also resptinsible tor "questions ol contml over sionng firearms. poisons, explosives.’
Those specialists, however. are not
numerous enough to patrol the b0,000
sites possessing copying equipment, so
rank -and -file policemen (then have to
keep unauthorimd people from making
"Kseroks,’ as photocopies are called in
Russian.
Counters on the state-oWned machines record how many copies are
made, and each use must he entered in a
log. Nevertheless. livestia said, police
find and confiscate unauthorited copies
()I’ material ranging from "The ABCs of
Sex" to reading tortunes from cotlee
grounds.
Recently. comnienaal photocopy enterprises opened in Moscow as pan ot
joint economic ventures with Western
Tons. hut what they can duplicate ter
their Soviet customers is still limited hy
a I 5 -year-old government order.
"Under pretext of protecting copyrights. it sharply narrow’s the circle of
texts which air allowed to he duplicated." A. Dvoyegla/ov . acting director of the b-month -old Reprocenter in
northern Moscow, was quoted by livestia as saying. "But what copyrights are,
nohody in this country knows."
Dvoyeglatov spoke wistfully of the
West, **where anyone who desires can
drop in a coin and pnnt anything."
Until that happens, copying something will remain a headache for average ?,
.’oviets, whether they are engineers
who ant to reproduce an article from a
tech Kai iournal, a student who needs
to p thlish his doctoral dissertation or a
mother who wants to send a favorite
recipe to her daughter.
Lack (il access to photocopiers or
other means ol printing gave nse to an
entire school of Soviet literature -satin/did." or the self-published underground dissident writings of the 1970s
and early. 1980s that gave Soviets information and views not then reported in
state -TIM Media.
Since Gorbachev became Soviet
leader in 1985. many of those works
ha.e heen reprinted in official newspapers and magazines.

NO COVER CHARGE
KAMIKAZE THURSDAY

"FILLED WITH LIFE AND JOY, ’DAD’ IS A %TRY RARE: FILM.
%towering achiesement for Jack !Alumni:.

o

mosli,

"APPLAUSE FOR ’DAD:
s40 and truthfur

les original.

"JACK LEMMON AND OLYMPIA
DIAAKIS ARE SENSATIONAL
Ihese are
of the ,earr

of the hest performances

"TED DANSON IS
SUPERB. and 01,mpia
Dukakis is aNCSOITle.
jaCk I A‘1111114111 caps his
remarkable career. Car Ihis id
I oildberg goes to the head of the
ills %oil(’ class. wringing our
tears and laughter.11,,.11,k/INI

"FUNNY AND
HEART%ARMING.
’DAD’ HAS
G(EI IT ALL
Easily onc of
Ihe ’WA 11111%it’S
ihe )ear. les a
111111 ir
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soon forger
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750 KAMIKAZES ALL NIGHT
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N

SHARK FEEDING AT 9:00 P.M.

JACK LEMMON ITED DANSON
somet hues, the greatest

marl pin ever meet

EVERY FRIDAY IS "SHARK BITE" NIGHT
$1.75 SHARK BITES ALL NIGHT
FIRST 100 PEOPLE THROUGH THE DOOR
RECEIVE A FREE SHARK BITE T-SHIRT
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OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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